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Abstract
Battery management systems (BMSs) are designed to monitor and control
the traction battery in hybrid and electric vehicles. A communication network is established within the battery, in order to collect the information
measured by sensors distributed among the battery cells. State-of-the-art
BMSs employ wired bus systems, such as the CAN bus. This leads to the
installation of large wiring harnesses, which increases costs and manufacturing complexity. This thesis introduces a novel wireless approach
for the data transmission within the BMS, which consists of installing an
antenna in each communication device of the BMS.
Two antenna types operating in two different frequency ranges have
been chosen as candidates. The investigation of the wireless in-battery
channel is first realized by means of measurements in self-designed channel emulators, and then expanded by means of software-based electromagnetic simulations. The influence of different system parameters on
the channel is analyzed, such as physical dimensions, and number and
position of the antennas.
A simple architecture for the communication modems is proposed.
The entire communication system is first simulated in software and then
implemented by means of rapid prototyping platforms. The performance
is measured in the channel emulator and also in a real automotive battery.
The results of channel measurements and simulations, as well as the
communication system performance, confirm the technical feasibility of
the wireless data transmission for the BMS. The necessary transmission
power is very low in every considered case. Working at low frequencies is
a good alternative for a reduced number of antennas, due to the lower dependence of the studied system parameters on the channel characteristics.
However, operating at higher frequencies is a better approach for larger
numbers of antennas: The transmission power is lower and the suggested
type of antenna is smaller and cheaper.

Zusammenfassung
Batteriemanagementsysteme (BMS) werden für die Überwachung und
Steuerung der Traktionsbatterien in Hybrid- und Elektrofahrzeugen entworfen. Ein Kommunikationsnetzwerk wird in die Batterie eingesetzt,
um die Informationen zu sammeln, die von Sensoren zwischen den Batteriezellen gemessen werden. Aktuelle BMS verwenden verdrahtete
Bussysteme wie CAN-Bus. Dies führt zur Installation von großen Kabelbäumen, was die Kosten und den Herstellungsaufwand erhöht. In dieser
Arbeit wird ein neuartiger drahtloser Ansatz für die Datenübertragung innerhalb des BMS dargestellt, der die Installation einer Antenne bei jedem
Kommunikationsgerät des BMS vorsieht.
Zwei Antennenarten für zwei verschiedene Frequenzbereiche wurden
als Kandidaten ausgewählt. Die Untersuchung des drahtlosen in-BatterieKanals wird zuerst durch Messungen in selbstentworfenen Kanalemulatoren durchgeführt und danach mittels softwarebasierten elektromagnetischen Simulationen erweitert. Der Einfluss verschiedener Systemparameter auf den Kanal wird untersucht , z. B. die physikalischen Dimensionen
und die Anzahl und Position der Antennen.
Eine einfache Architektur wird für die Modems des Kommunikationssystems vorgeschlagen. Das gesamte Kommunikationssystem wird
zuerst in einer Software simuliert und anschließend mittels Rapid-Prototyping-Plattformen implementiert. Die Leistung wird im Kanalemulator
sowie auch in einer realen Fahrzeugbatterie gemessen.
Die Ergebnisse der Kanalmessungen und Simulationen sowie die Leistung des Systems bestätigen die technische Machbarkeit der drahtlosen
Datenübertragung für das BMS. Die notwendige Sendeleistung ist sehr
gering in jedem betrachteten Fall. Aufgrund der geringen Abhängigkeit
der Kanaleigenschaften von den untersuchten Systemparametern ist das
Arbeiten bei niedrigen Frequenzen eine gute Alternative für eine reduzierte Anzahl von Antennen. Aufgrund der wesentlich niedrigeren
erforderlichen Sendeleistung sowie billigeren und kleinern Antennen sind
höhere Frequenzen für große Antennenzahlen ein besserer Ansatz.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Motivation

Lithium-ion batteries are currently the most employed technology for the
available automotive batteries (also named traction batteries) on the market, due to their high energy density, long service life and environmental
friendliness [39, 48]. The growing market of electric and hybrid vehicles
has promoted the research on new technologies for the optimization of
automotive batteries. The aims are always related to the reduction of
cost, weight, size and manufacturing complexity, as well as the increase
of reliability and performance [27].
Automotive lithium-ion batteries operate without facing problems related to their durability and safety only under certain restrictive conditions [48], regarding aspects such as operating temperature, operating
voltage, charge balance, etc. Therefore, a battery management system
(BMS) is required to guarantee and supervise these conditions. The BMS is
in charge of monitoring and controlling functions within traction batteries.
Some essential functions are the measurement, control and optimization
of the state-of-charge (SoC) and state-of-health (SoH), the charge balance between cells, and the detection of failures (e.g. cell short circuits,
temperatures too high, etc.) [100].
The performance of automotive batteries can be boosted in different
ways. Improving the technology employed in the battery cells, as well as
the battery manufacturing process, has been a hot topic for a long time
and it has been largely investigated [19]. Another alternative is enhancing
the management system [8]. Some aspects to be considered in this sense
are the available bit rate within the battery sensor network, as well as the
reduction of the extra weight and costs, generated by the deployment of
the BMS.
A typical automotive battery is represented in Fig. 1.1, which presents
the most important components of the battery that are explained in this
subsection. The key components of an automotive battery are the cells.
They generate electrical energy by means of a chemical reaction. The
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number of cells in commercial batteries can vary from quantities smaller
than one hundred [84] to several thousands [24, 48, 54].
A large number of sensors are distributed over the battery in order to
perform the previously described monitoring tasks. Each battery cell is
equipped with a cell supervision circuit (CSC), which includes sensors for
different physical variables, such as temperature and voltage. The BMS
also has a central device, commonly named battery control unit (BCU), responsible for collecting the information sensed in the whole battery. Then,
the BMS processes this information and executes the required control
tasks.
Since the voltage and capacity of single battery cells are usually small,
a certain number of cells is connected in series and packed into a module
[48]. These modules are connected in series to reach a certain battery
voltage. Sometimes also even in parallel to deliver a higher current.
Logically, the larger the number of cells, the higher the maximum power
that the battery reaches. But this also increases the cost, size and weight
of the battery. Therefore, a good compromise must always be found.

Figure 1.1: Sketch of an automotive lithium-ion battery (source: SB Limotive)
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In-Battery Communication

A communication network is deployed in every automotive battery as
part of the BMS. In this way, the BCU can communicate with every CSC to
read its information and also send them commands, if necessary. The data
transmission within the BMS will be referred as in-battery communication
in the remaining work. There are two possible ways of communication
between the BCU and the CSCs: cell-wise or module-wise. In the first case,
the BCU can communicate directly with each individual CSC. In the case
of module-wise communication, the BCU does not communicate directly
with the CSCs, but with a module supervision circuit (MSC), which is
included in every battery module [24, 48]. Each MSC previously collects
and stores the information from the CSCs of its cells.
In current commercial BMSs, the data transmission is realized by means
of standard wired bus systems. Control area network (CAN) bus is the
most used method [24, 99, 100]. Such bus systems employ a master-slave
architecture. Thereby, the BCU acts as master, and the slaves are either
the MSCs, in the case of module-wise communication, or the CSCs, in the
case of cell-wise communication.

1.2.1 State of the Art and Problem Statement
The use of wired buses requires the installation of a very large wiring
harness along the battery pack, in order to interconnect the large number
of communication nodes [99, 100]. This leads to an increase of costs
and weight. The battery assembly process is also more complex, due to
the installation of the wiring and the galvanic isolation between battery
cells and cables. Besides, the communication wiring has a negative effect
on safety because it is susceptible to mechanical failures, due to fatigue
or vibration [81]. Finally, the CAN bus limits the maximum bit rate to
1 Mbps, according to the norm ISO 11898-2 [34]. This could turn into a
bottle neck for the development of future generations of battery sensor
systems.
With the aim of keeping the size of the wire harness as small as possible,
a module-wise communication is normally preferred for the BMS. The
negative consequence is that sometimes the entire battery module must
be changed even if only one single battery cell is damaged.
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The Wireless Approach

1.3.1 Framework of the Project
The IntLilon (“Intelligent data bus concepts for lithium-ion batteries in
electric and hybrid vehicles”) project aims to develop novel and smart
data transmission techniques for the BMS [77]. The focus of this research
is on innovative communication systems being capable of efficiently controlling and monitoring the battery, but avoiding the necessity of the
problematic additional wiring for communication purposes. Furthermore,
the feasibility of a cell-wise monitoring is also investigated. This could
allow the replacement of single cells instead of complete modules in case
of malfunction, saving resources and bringing down costs.
The task assigned to the Institute of Industrial Information Technologies
(IIIT) of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) is the investigation
of different alternatives for the physical layer of the in-battery communication network. Two different approaches have been studied under the
framework of the IntLiIon project: power line communication (PLC) and
wireless communication. This thesis is focused on the latter.

1.3.2 Goals and Challenges
The novel approach investigated in this work proposes installing an
antenna in each communication node of the battery system to facilitate
the wireless communication between them. That means, an antenna
must be placed in the master (BCU) and in every slave, either CSCs or
MSCs. In this way, the dedicated wiring for communication purposes
within the battery is completely avoided. The electromagnetic waves will
propagate along the free space inside the traction battery, mainly between
the upper side of the cell cans and the battery housing. A representation
of the wireless cell-wise communication is presented in Fig. 1.2(a) and the
wireless module-wise communcation in Fig. 1.2(b).
In this work, the wireless channel inside an automotive battery is investigated. The focus is on the channel transfer function (CTF) between
the master and slave antennas, and how these channels are affected by
different parameters, such as the battery size, the operating frequency
range, and the antenna positions. This analysis is carried out by means

1.3 The Wireless Approach
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(a) Cell-wise communication.

(b) Module-wise communication.
Figure 1.2: Illustration of cell-wise and module-wise communication architectures

of measurements in a channel emulator and also by software-based electromagnetic (EM) simulations. Then, based on these results, different
transmission methods are investigated, in order to design a communication system, according to the channel and project requirements. The
complexity of this system must be kept as low as possible in order to
reduce the costs. The latter is particularly important in the case of cellwise communication, due to the large amount of modems that must be
deployed. Finally, a laboratory demonstrator of the proposed approach is
implemented to prove the feasibility of the proposal.
One important challenge of this approach is that, as it is explained
in Section 1.5, no published work related to the wireless channel inside
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automotive batteries was available before the beginning of this doctoral
thesis. An environment as the interior of an automotive battery, where
the height of the available space is only some centimeters, and most of
the surrounding objects are reflective (because they are made of metal), is
also very uncommon for a wireless data transmission based on antennas.
Additionally, the size of the battery and distance between the antennas are
in a similar order of magnitude as the wavelength of the frequency ranges
under investigation. This leads to a resonant behavior of the channel.

1.3.3 Scope of the Work
The following constrains have been assumed under the framework of the
IntLiIon project for the case of the wireless approach:
the battery has a metallic housing
the battery contains between 50 and 200 cells
each module has between 8 and 14 cells
the cell cans are made of metal
the BCU and the battery cells are contained in an unique prismatic
compartment and distributed along only one plane
Regarding the last point: If any slave would be placed in a different
metallic compartment as the master, the wave propagation between them
would be practically impossible. The same would happen if the cells were
distributed in several parallel planes. In all these cases, however, one master could be installed above each battery cell plane in each compartment.
Then, the masters could communicate between them by means of one of
the currently employed wired bus systems. But even in such cases, the
communication inside each compartment level would be similar to the
one explained in this work, so all the research carried out would be still
valid.

1.4 Project Specifications and Requirements

1.4
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Project Specifications and Requirements

Under the frame of the IntLiIon project, the following general specifications have been agreed between the project members:
Minimum bit rate: 2 Mbps (twice the maximum of the CAN bus)
Maximum bit error rate (BER) of 10−3 without employing channel
coding and 10−6 after channel coding
The physical variables to be measured by the system at each cell
are the following:
– Voltage: Resolution of 14 bits, maximum latency of 20 ms
between subsequent readings (a maximum latency of 10 ms
is desirable), measurement range: from 2.7 V to 4.2 V
– Temperature: Resolution of 11 bits, maximum latency of
100 ms between subsequent readings, measurement range:
from −40 ◦C to 50 ◦C
A master-slave architecture is employed: The master is the BCU,
and the slaves are either the CSCs (in case of cell-wise
communication) or the MSCs (in case of module-wise
communication)
The communication between master and slave must be half-duplex
and direct, i.e. without repeaters or multi-hopping techniques;
communication between slaves is not required
A time division multiple access (TDMA) protocol with
master-slave hierarchy must be employed for the media access
control (MAC) layer
Additional specifications have also been agreed. They are, however,
not directly connected with the scope of this thesis, as for example the
functional safety. Therefore, they are not treated in this thesis. Further
information can be found in [85].
In the particular case of the wireless approach, some extra requirements must be taken into account for the design of the antennas and their
associated modems (the communication transceivers):
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Low cost: As already mentioned, one of the main targets of
IntLiIon is to reduce costs. In particular, the cost of the antennas
and the modems is a critical factor, due to the big amount of them
that would be deployed in the battery
Small size: The free space available among cells and battery
housing is normally very small. This must be, however, large
enough to allow the placement of antennas and modems
Suitability: The same antenna and modem must be employed at
every slave or master position along a battery. Ideally, the same
antenna and modem should also properly operate in different
batteries

1.5

Related Work

Some studies of wireless in-battery communication were already presented. Different authors investigated the application of the standard
IEEE 802.15.4 in [55, 97]. However, this standard allows a maximum
bit rate of only 250 kbps, even less than the CAN bus. Under the framework of the project BATSEN, the authors dealt with the development of
sensors [80] and also antennas [79] for a wireless battery management
system. Additionally, Lee et al. [40] designed an integrated circuit for
the same purpose and they defined a communication protocol (WiBaAN).
However, to the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no author who
has characterized or modeled the wireless in-battery channel before this
thesis.
As already mentioned, other approaches based on power line communication were also studied under the framework of the IntLiIon project. A
parallel coupling technique was employed by Ouannes et al. [65–67]: The
connection between each communication modem an the cells or the BCU
is parallel to the cell or BCU terminals. Opalko et al. [108–111] studied a
serial coupling technique, by means of Rogowski coils. In both cases, the
power line channel was modeled, as well as the performance of different
communication system approaches under these channels by means of
simulations.

1.6 Structure of the Thesis

1.6
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Structure of the Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 explains how the emulators
of the wireless in-battery channel were conceived and developed. In
Chapter 3, the first channel measurements are carried out in the channel
emulators and the antenna candidates for this work are selected. Chapter
4 introduces the models for the software-based electromagnetic simulations. in Chapter 5, the wireless in-battery channel is analyzed and
characterized. Chapter 6 proposes a design of the communication modem
and evaluates the performance results in the investigated channels by
means of simulations. Chapter 7 presents the modem prototypes developed by means of software defined radio platforms and performance of
these prototypes in the channel emulator. Chapter 8 shows the results
of the measurements carried out in an cold automotive battery. Finally,
Chapter 9 concludes this doctoral thesis and raises discussion for future
work.

2

Measurement Testbed of the
Wireless In-Battery Channel

2.1

Wireless In-Battery Channel Emulator

For the deployment of any communication system, the knowledge of the
communication channel is a key factor. As already explained in Section
1.5, practically no research results were available about the wireless inbattery channel before this doctoral thesis. The first investigation of the
channel was carried out by means of measurements. However, these measurements were not performed in a real “hot” 1 automotive battery, which
can produce explosions if they are not handled properly [2], due to the
very high energy density storage of the cells. Therefore, a measurement
in a hot battery could be very complicated and risky. Another alternative
would be to conduct the measurements in a “cold” battery. This should
not significantly modify the results that would be obtained in a hot battery,
since no component of the power train produces significant additional
noise in the investigated frequency range for the wireless approach [16].
Nonetheless, measuring in a real automotive battery would have been
impractical, since the preparation of every new measurement campaign
would require a long time. Additionally, our group did not have a real
automotive battery at the beginning of the project. Therefore, it was
necessary to design an emulator of the wireless channel within automotive
batteries. The emulator is denoted as “channel emulator”‘ or “battery
emulator” 2 in the remaining work. The idea behind this emulator has
been to emulate the effect of the battery components that would have the
highest impact on the communication channel between antennas in the
wireless approach.

1

2

An automotive battery is named “hot” when the battery cells include the conducting
fluid. In contrast, it is called “cold” when the cells do not have the conductive fluid and,
therefore, they can neither be charged nor discharged.
“Battery emulator” has been the employed denotation up to now in all the publications
related to this wireless approach [102, 104–107].
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There is a large amount of different architectures on the market. Since
the battery geometry is adapted to the characteristics of every particular
vehicle, there are no standards for the geometry or sizes of automotive batteries. Some batteries have a compact design, containing all the modules
in a single compartment (the battery housing). Other battery systems are
divided into multiple sub-packs, distributed over the vehicle, exploiting
the available space more efficiently [100]. As remarked in Section 1.3.3,
in this work only the first case is considered, with every cell on the same
plane as represented in Fig. 1.1. In this way, the battery cells are physically
distributed in a two-dimensional matrix. Each cell is placed very close to
the adjacent cells and/or to the lateral housing walls. Therefore, the upper
sides of all the cells are treated as a virtual metallic plane, since the free
space between cells and/or housing lateral walls is much smaller than
the wavelengths corresponding to the frequency range under study (the
latter is described in Section 3.1). Under these considerations, as the antennas must be placed above the cells or the modules, the electromagnetic
waves propagate practically only along the free space between the virtual
metallic plane and the metallic battery housing above it. This particular
environment can be described as a rectangular metallic prism, which has
the same length and width as the battery housing, but its height is the
distance between the cells’ upper sides and the top of the housing.
Two channel emulators were built, using the physical dimensions of
commercial automotive batteries as reference. The dimensions of the channel emulators3 are listed in Table 2.1. The emulators have been already
presented in [107]. Both are made of stainless steel, with a thickness of
1.5 mm. Fig 2.1 presents a photo of the small battery emulator without
the top cover and with five antennas inside. All the measurements are,
however, always performed with the emulator closed by its cover.

3

In the works [102, 104, 107], it was mentioned that the small battery emulator dimensions
were 800 mm in length and 500 mm in width. These were actually the dimensions of the
reference battery, but the real dimensions of the manufactured emulator are documented
in the current work.

2.2 Comparison With Ideal Cavity Resonators
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Table 2.1: Dimensions of the manufactured channel emulators

Dimension
Length (L) [mm]
Width (W) [mm]
Height (H) [mm]

Small Emulator
785
475
52

Big Emulator
1700
1000
52

Figure 2.1: Photo of the small battery emulator without top cover, with five antennas inside

2.2

Comparison With Ideal Cavity Resonators

The channel emulators have many similar characteristics to ideal rectangular cavity resonators. The type of resonators has already been extensively
investigated [71, 90]. The channel emulators can be described, as well as
the mentioned resonators, as a piece of a rectangular waveguide shortcircuited at both ends.
A perfect electric conductor material is assumed for the walls of ideal
resonators in most literature. In the channel emulator, the walls are
made of a material with very high conductivity. In order to analyze the
effectiveness of the emulator walls to block electromagnetic waves within
the frequency range of interest, the electromagnetic penetration depth
(δ) of the emulator walls must be calculated. In the case of conducting
materials, δ can be obtained as [90]
r
2
δ=
,
(2.1)
ω·µ·σ
where ω = 2 · π · f (f is the frequency); µ is the magnetic permeability and
σ is the electric conductivity of the material. In the case of the channel emulator walls µ ≈ µo = π × − H/m and σ = 1.45 × 106 S/m. The highest
value of δ appears for the lowest frequency. As later explained in Sec-
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tion 3.1, the lowest frequency value investigated in this work is 100 MHz,
which results in δ = 41.80 µm. Then, since δ is much smaller than the
channel emulator walls thickness for the complete frequency range of
interest, it can be concluded that the emulator walls block any electromagnetic radiation along the frequency range of interest. Consequently, the
interior of the emulator can be considered as electromagnetically isolated,
i.e. shielded from the outside.
An important difference between the emulated channel and ideal cavities are the excitation sources. The excitation sources are ideal in most
literature, i.e. the sources only generate an electric or magnetic field inside
the cavity, but they do not modify the wave propagation characteristics
inside it. However, the size of the antennas cannot be neglected in comparison with the emulator dimensions in the wireless approach under
study in this work. Hence, they modify the resonant modes inside the
emulator. Nevertheless, many concepts from the studies on rectangular cavity resonators are helpful to explain several characteristics of the
wireless channel inside the emulator.

2.3

Antenna Connection and Orientation

Several antennas have been placed and measured inside the channel emulators, as presented in Chapter 3. These antennas have been connected
to different laboratory instruments, such as a vector network analyzer
(VNA), or a spectrum analyzer. However, accurately measuring small antennas is normally not an easy task. The feed cables are coaxial cables with
a single-ended connection, and they can strongly modify the measurement result [45]. The feed cables reflect and scatter the electromagnetic
field produced by the antenna, modifying the antenna’s radiation pattern.
Additionally, the feed cable produces secondary radiation, due to the
common-mode current that flows on its outer surface. Weng et al. [94]
also reported that normally it is more difficult to reach a good agreement
between measurements and simulations when the ground plane is electrically small4 . This is the case in many of the antennas under study,
especially the ones for the lowest frequencies of interest. Consequently,
4

Electrically small or large means that a particular physical dimension is considerably
smaller or larger, respectively, in comparison with the wavelength under consideration.

2.3 Antenna Connection and Orientation
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the measurement results can be significantly affected by, for example, the
position and length of the cables. This leads to inaccurate and also hardly
reproducible results.
The described problem has been largely studied by other authors, and
many alternatives have been presented [46, 49]. In the battery emulator
employed for the wireless approach, the problem was solved by a particular connection method between the antennas and the emulator. All
the measured antennas have a single-ended feeding point. The latter is
connected to a Subminiature version A (SMA) adapter, which is screwed
to the emulator floor, as shown in Fig. 2.2(a). The feeding coaxial cable is
connected at the other end of the adapter, located at the opposite side of
the floor, outside the emulator, as depicted in Fig. 2.2(b). In this way, the
cable is shielded from the antenna by the metallic floor of the emulator
[102] and a good electrical connection between the antenna ground plane
and the emulator is guaranteed. At this side of the adapter, different elements can be connected to the antennas, such as laboratory instruments
or communication platforms.
The antennas are always placed with their ground planes parallel to
the floor of the emulator or to the upper side of the cells, in the case of a
real battery. This is done in this way because in an automotive battery the
height of the free space above the cells is very small, as already mentioned.
This height could be even only around 2 cm, i.e. shorter than the length of
every antenna under study in this work. The consequences of the antenna
orientation are discussed in Section 3.6.

(a) Above

(b) Under

Figure 2.2: Connection between the antenna and the battery emulator, above (a) and under
(b) the emulator floor
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Setup for CTF Measurements

The most important channel characteristic for the analysis of the wireless in-battery channel is the CTF between antennas placed at different
positions inside the channel emulator, emulating the master and slave
antennas. The laboratory instrument used to measure these CTFs was
a VNA. This instrument measures the amplitude of the wave quantities
(incident and reflected waves) between the ports of an electrical network.
Based on the wave quantities, it calculates different network parameters,
such as the scattering parameters (S-parameters) [32]. The VNA has been
always calibrated to measure from the end of the feed cable, where the
SMA adapter is connected.
Most of the components engaged in communication system front-ends
for wireless communications are matched to 50 Ω. The same applies to the
employed VNA. Hence, the S-parameter between two antennas represents
the CTF between them. For example, S21 is the CTF from the antenna
connected to port 1 to the antenna connected to port 2. As the measured
network consists only of passive elements and the employed materials
can be assumed to be isotropic, the network is reciprocal. That means that
the S-parameter matrix is symmetrical, i.e. Smn = Snm [71].
The employed VNA has four ports, so it can measure the S-parameters
between a maximum of four antennas at the same time. However, a
system with more antennas can be also easily measured: As only the
channels between the master and each slave (but not between slaves)
are of interest, and the channels under measurement are assumed to be
time-invariant, all CTFs can be obtained by subsequent measurements,
changing the slaves connected to the VNA. The unconnected slaves in
each measurement must be terminated with 50 Ω, since in the proposed
system the antennas would be always connected to a modem, whose
input/output impedance would be also 50 Ω.
The described setup is employed in the next chapter for the CTF measurements between antennas. In Chapter 4 is modeled for electromagnetic
simulations.

3

Channel Measurements and
Selection of the Antennas

The type of antenna and the operating frequency range are two key
aspects of the wireless approach for the BMS. They have a predominant
effect on the CTF between the antennas installed in the communication
nodes. However, carrying out a deep analysis of each antenna candidate
for the in-battery communication would probably demand a time that
would exceed the project time constrains. Therefore, a test method was
developed and executed in order to perform a faster and simpler preselection of the antennas.
Several antenna types designed for different frequency ranges have
been measured inside the channel emulator in different positions. Based
on these results, the antennas with the best performance have been selected for the next steps of this work. This chapter describes first the
different types of antennas under test and the frequency ranges that were
considered. Then, the CTFs measured inside the channel emulator are
presented and compared. The complications by measuring antennas at
high frequencies in our emulator are explained. Finally, the selection of
the antennas is discussed.

3.1

Investigated Frequency Range

The wireless in-battery communication is a novel approach still under
investigation and, therefore, it has been never regulated. That means that
there is no frequency band along the spectrum reserved for this type of
communication [56]. Consequently, it was decided to first investigate
a large frequency range, in order to make the analysis as extensive as
possible.
The industrial, scientific and medical (ISM)frequency bands have been
used as reference in order to determine the limits of the frequency range
under investigation. The ISM bands are portions of the spectrum that
are not regulated for telecommunications, but for general purposes [35].
They are listed in Table 3.1. The first four lowest ISM bands have been
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immediately discarded, because they would require antennas whose size
would be inadmissible for the free space available inside a automotive
battery. Only the ISM bands from the fourth one (from 433.05 MHz) have
been considered. Nonetheless, it was decided to extend the bottom limit
of the frequency range to be investigated in order to include the Very
High Frequency (VHF) Band III, which in Europe ranges from 174 MHz
to 230 MHz [21]. The reason is that an off-the-shelf small antenna that
works along the frequency limits of the Band III was found, as explained
in Section 3.3.
Regarding the upper limit of the frequency range to be investigated, the
ISM bands above 6 GHz have been also discarded. Such high frequencies
would require the use of special substrate materials for the design of
printed circuit boards (PCBs) [11] that connect the antenna to the communication modems. This would rapidly increase the cost of the wireless
approach, due to the large amount of antennas that must be installed.
Finally, a frequency range from 100 MHz until 5.9 GHz has been adopted
for the investigation. This range is referred to as “complete frequency
range” in the remaining work.
Table 3.1: ISM bands

From

To

6.765 kHz
13.553 kHz
26.957 kHz
40.66 MHz
433.05 MHz
902 MHz
2.400 GHz
5.725 GHz
24 GHz
61 GHz
122 GHz
244 GHz

6.795 kHz
13.567 kHz
27.283 kHz
40.70 MHz
434.79 MHz
928 MHz
2.500 GHz
5.875 GHz
24.25 GHz
61.5 GHz
123 GHz
246 GHz

3.2 Investigated Antenna Types
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The antennas under test were not measured in the complete frequency
range, because they cannot cover this entire frequency range. The antennas are designed to operate properly only in a particular narrower
frequency range. Therefore, the complete frequency range was divided
into several narrower sub-ranges, in order to simplify the comparison
between antennas. Then, the antennas under test can be grouped and
compared first only within the frequency sub-ranges to which they belong.
One antenna per group is chosen, so that the performance comparison
between the different frequency sub-ranges can be more easily realized
with a reduced number of antennas.
Most of the antennas employed were off-the-shelf evaluation boards, in
order to investigate several antennas in different frequency sub-ranges in
a reasonable time. Most of these antennas are also designed to operate in
ISM bands. Therefore, the ISM bands have been used as reference for the
determination of the frequency sub-ranges in this work. Each frequency
sub-range has a width of 600 MHz and includes one of the ISM bands,
and does not overlap with the remaining sub-ranges. The available ISM
band in each frequency sub-range of interest and the limits of the four
defined frequency sub-ranges are listed in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: ISM bands and chosen frequency sub-ranges between 100 MHz and 5.9 GHz.

Nr
1
2
3
4

3.2

ISM Band
From
To
433.05 MHz 434.39 MHz
902 MHz 928 MHz
2400 MHz 2500 MHz
5725 MHz 5875 MHz

Freq. sub-range
From
To
100 MHz 700 MHz
700 MHz 1300 MHz
2100 MHz 2700 MHz
5300 MHz 5900 MHz

Investigated Antenna Types

All the antennas under test are either integrated in a PCB or are mounted
on it. Due to the little height of the available free space inside the battery,
antennas with a vertical orientation (perpendicular to the emulator floor)
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were not taken into account. Besides, antennas with a high directivity
were also not considered, since the antennas are expected to offer good
performance in every position inside the battery. The following types of
antennas have been tested:
This type of antenna is made of a ceramic material and it
is a surface mount device. It is a very small size and compact solution [47].
Even at frequencies below 500 MHz, there are off-the-shelf prismatic models whose largest dimension is smaller than 10 mm. The chip antenna also
offers the advantage of being less sensitive than other antenna types (e.g.
the planar antennas) to the environment and objects in the neighborhood
[42]. Due to its reduced size, this antenna works as an electrically small
antenna, especially for the lowest frequency sub-ranges. Consequently,
its bandwidth is typically narrower than for other alternatives.
Chip antenna:

It is also normally referred to as PCB, low profile, or
trace antenna. This type of antenna is currently widely employed for
applications such as mobile communications and wireless networks [95].
The planar antenna consists of a radiating trace with a particular form
and length on a PCB. Its resonant frequencies would depend on the trace
length and how the antenna is fed. In the case of an ideal dipole antenna,
its first resonant frequency is at 2·c
La , La being the length of the antenna and
c the speed of the light. In an ideal monopole antenna, the first resonant
frequency is at 4·c
La [38]. There are other planar antenna designs, such as
the patch antenna or the planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA). From all of
them, the PIFA is the most appropriate design to take optimally advantage
of the available space on the PCB. A monopole would enlarge the PCB by
some centimeters, because its longest trace is perpendicular to one ground
plane edge. On the other hand, the PIFA has its longest trace parallel to
one PCB edge, so the increase in size of the PCB is smaller. Compared
to the patch antenna, the PIFA has a length of one-quarter wavelength,
instead of one-half as the patch. Compared to the chip antenna, the PIFA
is typically cheaper, since it needs only an extension of the PCB and does
not need to be mounted.
For frequencies above 2 GHz, the required antenna trace length is below
3.75 cm, which appears to be a feasible value for the employment inside
Planar antenna:

3.3 Evaluated Antennas
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batteries. For frequencies below 1.5 GHz, the required length for a PIFA
would be too big for the proposed system. However, it can be even
employed for the second frequency sub-range by means of sub-optimal
alternative designs, as for example the loaded stub antenna [92, 93].
An alternative wired design to the typical monopole or
dipole is the helix antenna (also known as helical antenna). It employs
a helix as antenna, i.e. the wire is wound in a helical form. This type of
antenna has a much smaller size than the monopole for the same resonant
frequency. Helix antennas have a similar pattern as monopole antennas
when the spacing between turns and the helix diameter is much smaller
than the wavelength at which they resonate [47]. The propagation properties of these antennas have been studied by different authors, such
as Kraus [38], and Carr and Hippisley [9]. However, in both cases the
authors assumed that the antenna ground plane dimensions must be at
least in the order of the wavelength. This would, however, not be the case
inside a battery. Since helix antennas are considered as an alternative for
the two lowest frequency sub-ranges (up to 1300 MHz), there would not
be enough room for such a ground plane on a Li-ion cell. That means
that they operate as electrically small antennas and the typical equations
applied for the parametrization of these antennas do not describe the
characteristics (such as resonant frequency) of the employed helix antennas very accurately. Compared to the PIFA, the helix antenna is more
expensive, since it needs to be mounted and the helix form must be manufactured. Therefore, it is not considered for the two highest frequency
sub-ranges, where the PIFA already offers a good performance at a lower
price and with a smaller size.
Helix antenna:

3.3

Evaluated Antennas

The antennas under test are listed in Table 3.3. In the remaining work, the
numbering of the antennas refers to this table. The antennas that belong to
the CC-Antenna-Development Kit [92] from Texas Instruments originally
included a matching network, which was not designed for the particular
environment of the battery emulator, but for operating practically in
free space. Therefore, the matching network components were removed
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and by-passed. The Black Chip (antenna # 8) from Laird Technologies
is a tri-band antenna designed for standards such as IEEE 802.11 and
Bluetooth [15]. It can operate in the two highest frequency sub-ranges.
The two remaining chip antennas (# 3 and # 6) are manufactured by Linx
Technologies Inc. Finally, since an appropriate off-the-shelf PIFA for the
5 GHz − 6 GHz band was not found, it was designed and fabricated at
IIIT. The fabrication process is explained in Section 3.5.
Table 3.3: Evaluated antennas

a

Nr.

Antenna
Type

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Double helixa
Helix
Chip 433 MHz
Helix
Planar Loaded Stub
Chip 916 MHz
PIFA

8

Chip Tri-Band

9

PIFA

Frequency
sub-range
[MHz]
100 - 700
100 - 700
100 - 700
700 - 1300
700 - 1300
700 - 1300
2100 - 2700
2100 - 2700
5300 - 5900
5300 - 5900

Commercial name
CC-Antenna-Dev. Kit, #14
CC-Antenna-Dev. Kit, #13
AEK-433-USP-ND
CC-Antenna-Dev. Kit, #11
CC-Antenna-Dev. Kit, #10
AEK-916-USP-ND
CC-Antenna-Dev. Kit, #7
Eval Board Tri-Band Ant.
Self-Manufactured

The double helix antenna #1 and the Helix antenna #2 employ actually the same off-theshelf helix, but the antenna #1 has two connected in series.
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3.4.1 Performance Comparison by means of the CTF
As explained in Section 2.4, the CTF between antennas in our emulator can
be obtained by measuring the S-parameters between the antennas with
a VNA. The measured CTFs between antennas of the same type are employed to compare the performance of the different antenna types. Three
important aspects of the CTFs must be analyzed: Channel attenuation,
frequency selectivity, and position dependence.
The channel attenuation is the inverse of the absolute value
of the CTF. A low attenuation is desired, in order to increase the receiving
power. In that way, the required transmitting power for a desired bit error
rate (BER) at the receiver is reduced [72].
Attenuation:

Frequency selectivity: A frequency-selective channel is one whose frequency response is not flat, in contrast to a flat channel. Highly frequencyselective channels present a CTF which strongly varies with the frequency,
normally having a high density of notch and resonant frequencies. Such
channels produce a time-spreading of the transmitted signal, which can
degrade the receiver demodulation performance [82]. Therefore, a more
sophisticated (and expensive) receiver would be required.

The position dependence of the channel can be
determined by comparing the CTF between two antennas while varying
their positions. A low position dependence is desired, in order to simplify
the design of the communication system. Otherwise, it could happen, that
for a particular operating frequency range, one slave presents a ”good“
CTF (low attenuation, almost flat response) with the master, but another
slave observes a notch as CTF, i.e. high attenuation and high frequency
selectivity. Then, a very robust and sophisticated receiver would be
required, in order to ensure the proper operation of all the slaves. But in
case of low position dependency, it would be possible to find a frequency
range in which all the modems present a good CTF with the master, and
then, a simple receiver would be sufficient.
Position dependence:
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Similarity factor
In order to analyze the position dependence analytically, a similarity
factor between the CTFs is employed. The similarity factor indicates how
similar two functions are, in this case two CTFs. This factor is calculated as
the maximum of the cross-correlation function (XCF) between a reference
function and a second function under analysis, and it is normalized to
the square root of the energy of both functions [18], i.e. the CTFs. The
functions under consideration are vectors, i.e. they are in the discrete
domain, because the S-parameters are saved as a matrix of points by
the VNA: One vector for the frequency values, plus one vector for each
S-parameter. The similarity factor (SF) between two discrete vectors Xref
and Xi is calculated as follows:
!
|Xref ? Xi |
SFXref Xi = max p
· 100%,
(3.1)
EXref · EXi
where Xref is the reference function1 , Xi is the function to be compared,
and EXref and EXi are the energies of both functions. The energy of a
vector X is calculated as:
EX =

N
−1
X

2

|X[n]| ,

(3.2)

n=0

where N is the number of points of the vector X. Due to the energy
normalization, the maximum similarity factor value is 100% (when both
functions have exactly the same form) and the minimum is 0% (completely different). Additionally, since the functions are normalized to the
energy, the similarity factor is independent of an amplitude offset between the functions. And as the maximum value of the XCF is employed,
a frequency offset between the functions also plays practically no role.

1

When the similarity factor between two CTFs is calculated, the values of the CTFs (Xref
and Xi in (3.1)) are always in linear scale, not in dB.
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3.4.2 Comparison Procedure
A comparison procedure was developed. First, all the antenna types were
measured several times and in different positions inside the small channel
emulator. Their performance was analyzed following the three important
aspects of the CTF described in Section 3.4.1. The antennas with the
best performance were pre-selected to continue the investigation. Then,
due to time constrains, not all the antennas under test were measured
in the big channel emulator, but only the pre-selected ones2 . The target
for the measurements in the big channel emulator was to prove if the
characteristics of the performance of the pre-selected antennas are still
valid when the battery dimensions increase.
The following steps were repeated for each type of evaluated antenna
in the small channel emulator. First, two antennas of the same type were
placed inside the small emulator. One antenna was always located in
the center of the emulator. The position of the second one was rotated
along four different pre-established positions. The CTFs between both
antennas were measured for each position of the second antenna. With
the big emulator the process was similar but, as already mentioned, with
a smaller number of antennas.
Fig. 3.1 presents a setup with the different positions where the antennas
were placed. Table 3.4 depicts the exact coordinates of each position for
both emulators.

3.4.3 CTF Measurements in the Small Channel Emulator
The results of the CTF measurements in the small channel emulator3
are depicted in Fig. 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 for the first, second, third and
fourth frequency sub-ranges, respectively. Fig. 3.6 presents the results
of the similarity factor for each type of antenna. For the similarity factor

2

3

In [107], all the antennas have been also measured in the big emulator. But that was
before the emulator enhancement presented in [102]. After that, only the pre-selected
antennas were measured in the big emulator.
The results that appear in this work are not the same as in [107]. The channel emulators
have been later modified [102] and the measurement results presented in this work were
obtained with the improved channel emulators.
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analysis, the CTFA1B1 was always used as reference, and the similarity
factors between this CTF and the three remaining ones were calculated.
Regarding the first frequency sub-range, the CTF plots in Fig. 3.2 show
that the form of the four measured CTFs with every antenna type are
very similar. This is also verified by the similarity factor values, which
are always above 80%. This proves a low position dependence of the CTF
form in the lowest frequency sub-range in the small emulator.
Comparing the performance of the three antennas in the lowest frequency sub-range, the chip antenna presents higher attenuation than the
helix antennas (around 20 dB higher). Additionally, its bandwidth is narrower. The double helix antenna has a better performance than the other

A1

B3

B4

B1

B2

Figure 3.1: Setup of the positions in which the antennas were placed for the experiment

described in Section 3.4. The position of the first and fixed antenna is A1. The positions of
the second one are represented by B1, B2, B3, and B4 (Positions 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively).
Table 3.4: Antenna positions, x is the direction parallel to the L, and y parallel to the W. The

emulator center is denoted by the (0,0)-coordinate. The dimensions of L and W depend on
the employed emulator and they are listed in Table 2.1.

Antenna
A
B1
B2
B3
B4

Position in Emulator
x
y
0
0
L/8+10
0
L/8+L/4+10 mm
0
L/8+10
W/2-35mm
L/8+L/4+10
W/2-35mm
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(a) Antenna #1: double helix
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(b) Antenna #2: helix
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(c) Antenna #3: chip (433 MHz)
Figure 3.2: CTF between one fixed antenna in the center and a second antenna at 4 different

positions, frequency range: 100 MHz - 700 MHz. Measurements were made in the small
emulator.

two antenna types at frequencies below 200 MHz, since it was originally
designed for a central frequency of 169 MHz [93]. Around 400 MHz, both
helix antenna alternatives have similar attenuation, but the single helix
offers a slightly larger bandwidth.
In the remaining frequency sub-ranges, the antenna position has a
much higher influence on the CTF. Most of the similarity factor values
are below 50%. In every measured case, the position dependence of the
CTF increases when the frequency rises. In the second frequency sub-
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range, the helix and planar antennas have similar performance, i.e. similar
similarity factors and attenuation. The chip antenna type still suffers from
much higher attenuation.
The performance of the chip antennas clearly improves at higher frequencies from the third frequency sub-range. The reason is that the ratio
between wavelength and antenna size is considerably smaller than in the
two lowest frequency sub-ranges, i.e the chip antenna is less electrically
small. Above 5 GHz, the chip antenna has even a similar attenuation as
CTFA1B1

CTFA1B2

CTFA1B3

CTFA1B4

0
CTF/dB

−20
−40
−60
−80
0.7

0.8

0.9

1
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1.2
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1.1

1.2

1.3

1.2

1.3

(a) Antenna #4: helix

0
CTF/dB

−20
−40
−60
−80
0.7

0.8

0.9

1
f/GHz

(b) Antenna #5: planar loaded stub
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−20
−40
−60
−80
0.7

0.8

0.9

1
f/GHz

1.1

(c) Antenna #6: chip (916 MHz)
Figure 3.3: CTF between one fixed antenna in the center and a second antenna at 4 different
positions, frequency range: 700 MHz - 1300 MHz. Measurements were made in the small
emulator.
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(a) Antenna #7: PIFA

0
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−80
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2.2
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(b) Antenna #8: chip tri-band
Figure 3.4: CTF between one fixed antenna in the center and a second antenna at 4 different

positions, frequency ranges: 2100 MHz - 2700 MHz. Measurements were made in the small
emulator

the PIFA. The last antenna type offers low attenuation both in the third
and fourth frequency sub-ranges.
Comparing the CTF plots of all the antennas, it can be observed that
the higher the frequency, the larger is the amount of resonant and notch
frequencies. As already explained in Section 2.2, the battery emulator has
many similarities with a rectangular cavity resonator. Consequently, the
higher the frequency, the higher is the density of resonant frequencies.
This increases the frequency selectivity of the channel.

3.4.4 Pre-Selected Antennas
Summarizing the above results, the CTF at lower frequencies has a very
interesting characteristic: Smaller dependency on the antenna position.
This would simplify the design of a communication system for many
reasons, as it will be explained in Chapter 6.
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(a) Antenna #8: chip tri-band
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(b) Antenna #9: PIFA
Figure 3.5: CTF between one fixed antenna in the center and a second antenna at 4 different
positions, frequency range: 5200 MHz - 5800 MHz. Measurements were made in the small
emulator.
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Figure 3.6: Similarity factor as function of the second antenna position and the number of

antenna (written in the legend). Measurements were made in the small emulator.
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Among the antennas tested in the first sub-range, the single helix antenna
#2 offered a similar performance as the double helix antenna #1, but it
is considerably smaller and obviously cheaper. The chip antennas are
neither considered for the first frequency sub-range nor for the second
one, due to the higher attenuation. The helix antenna #4 for the second
sub-range is not a better alternative than the antenna #2, since it is only
slightly smaller and it does not offer the advantage of the low CTF’s
dependence on the antenna position.
The planar antennas have very low attenuation at the resonant frequencies for the two highest frequency sub-ranges. They also offer further advantages, such as being smaller than the helix antennas and also cheaper,
since only a small trace of PCB is required. However, they have the disadvantage of higher position dependence. Compared to chip antennas,
the last ones need to be mounted (i.e. placed and welded) on the PCB.
Therefore, the manufacturing process would be more expensive than for
the planar antennas.
Based on the results and conclusions exposed before, it was decided
to continue with the next step (the measurements in the big emulator)
analyzing only three different alternatives:
1. Helix antenna #2 for the first frequency sub-range
2. PIFA #7 for the third frequency sub-range
3. PIFA #9 for the fourth frequency sub-range

3.4.5 CTF Measurements in the Big Channel Emulator
The results of the CTF measurements with the three pre-selected antennas
are depicted in Fig. 3.3. The similarity factors appear in Fig. 3.8.
Comparing these results with the ones in the small emulator, it is clear
that the amount of resonant frequencies in the CTFs increases, while the
similarity factors decrease. This can be explained by the resonant behavior
of the channel emulator. In a rectangular cavity resonator, the resonant
frequencies can be obtained as [71]
s
 m 2  n 2  l 2
c
fmnl = √
+
+
,
(3.3)
2 µr r
x
y
z
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where the indices m, n, and l indicate the resonant mode numbers in
the directions x (width), y (length) and z (height), respectively; c is the
speed of light in vacuum; and µr and r are relative permeability and
relative permittivity of the cavity filling, respectively. µr and r can be
approximated as one, since the cavity is filled with air.
From (3.3) is clear that increasing the emulator size results in a more
frequency-selective channel, due to the higher amount of resonant frequencies. The numbers of resonant frequencies in each frequency subPos. 1
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(a) Antenna #2: Helix for the first frequency sub-range
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(b) Antenna #7: PIFA for the third frequency sub-range
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(c) Antenna #9: PIFA for the fourth frequency sub-range
Figure 3.7: CTF between one fixed antenna in the center and a second antenna at 4 different
positions. Measurements were made in the big emulator.
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Figure 3.8: Similarity factor as function of the second antenna position and the number of

antenna. Measurements were made in the big emulator.

range are calculated for rectangular cavity resonators with the same dimensions as the emulators and presented in Table 3.5.
Taking into account the last results, it can be stated that the concept of
“low” or “high” frequency actually depends on the relationship between
the emulator dimensions and the wavelength. Therefore, the correct
statements regarding the frequency selectivity and position dependency
of the CTF are:
The bigger the ratio between the emulator dimensions and the
wavelength, the more frequency-selective is the CTF, because the
number of resonant modes increases.
The bigger the number of resonant modes, the more position
dependent is the CTF.
Observing the measurements with the big emulator, it can be
pointed out that if the battery size increases, the helix antenna in
the first frequency sub-range loses its advantage of low position
dependence of the CTF. Then, the PIFA becomes the best
alternative, due to its lower cost and smaller size.
The influence on the CTF of the several system parameters, such as
battery size, number of antennas, etc., is expanded in Section 5.1.1 by
means of electromagnetic simulations.
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Table 3.5: Amount of resonant frequencies in the empty emulators (assuming ideal

rectangular cavity resonators) for each frequency sub-range

Freq. sub-range #
1
2
3
4

3.5

Small Emulator
4
15
37
178

Big Emulator
24
65
167
778

Manufacturing of Pre-Selected Antennas

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the antennas measured during the previous
test are actually off-the-shelf evaluation boards, with the exception of the
PIFA for the fourth frequency sub-range. In the next chapter, the selected
antenna models for software-based 3D electromagnetic simulations are
presented. With the target of reducing the complexity of these simulation
models and to achieve a better matching with the measurements, similar
antennas as the pre-selected ones have been designed and fabricated in
the laboratory of the IIIT at KIT. In this way, the exact geometry of the
antennas is known and the simulation models can be developed more
accurately. Additionally, the self-designed antennas can be simplified,
for example, employing a single layer ground plane (instead of a double
layer as in the evaluation boards). In this way, also the vias that connect
both layers can be avoided. These simplifications reduce the simulation
times.
All the manufactured antennas employed FR4 glass epoxy as PCB
substrate, the same as the used off-the-shelf ones. FR4 is not the best choice
for high frequencies, such as the fourth frequency sub-range, because of
the degradation of the material properties when the frequency increases
[11]. However, the PCB of the off-the-shelf evaluation board of the chip
antenna #8 also employs FR4 as substrate. The use of a better substrate
for high frequencies would increase the cost of the antennas, making
this alternative senseless. Therefore, FR4 was also employed for the
self-manufacturing of the PIFA #9.
In the case of the helix antenna, the same off-the-shelf helix was used.
The PCB was designed according to the dimensions of the antenna #2.

3.6 Consequences of the Antenna Orientation
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However, after having manufactured and measured the S-parameters
of several units of this antenna in the small channel emulator, it was
observed that the measurement results were not accurately reproducible,
i.e. the different antennas have clearly different S-parameters. The results
were very sensitive to the manufacturing process. E.g. modifying the
soldering between the helix and PCB had an important impact on the
measurement results. However, the same issue was not observed with the
off-the-shelf helix antenna #2. With this antenna the results were much
better reproducible. Therefore, for the investigation of the channel and
the comparison between measurement and simulations, it was decided to
continue working with the off-the-shelf helix antenna #2, instead of the
customized antenna. Nevertheless, this customized helix antenna can be
used when the channel is not the topic under study. For example, when
the antennas are used to test the communication prototypes, as in Chapter
7.
Regarding the PIFAs for the third and fourth frequency sub-ranges,
the equations presented in [37] were employed as first reference for the
designs. Then, the final dimensions were adjusted by means of electromagnetic simulations (more details in Chapter 4). In the case of the PIFA
for the third frequency sub-range, the interchange between the manufactured antennas did not have a significant impact on the measurement
results in the emulator. The reason is presumably that the manufacturing
process is simpler than the one of the helix antennas, since for the PIFAs
only the SMA connector must be mounted, but the antenna is already part
of the manufactured PCB. Therefore, the customized antennas for this
frequency sub-range were employed for the remaining work. However,
when measuring the PIFA for the fourth frequency sub-range, it was again
observed that the measurement results were hardly reproducible, even
without interchanging antennas. This is explained in Section 3.7.1. The
customized antennas and their physical dimensions are shown in Fig. 3.9.

3.6

Consequences of the Antenna Orientation

As explained in Section 2.3 the antennas are placed parallel to the emulator
floor, in order to take better advantage of the available free space in the
emulator (or in a real battery). Then, as consequence of this orientation
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and the type of the employed antennas, the electrical field radiated by the
antennas also has an orientation parallel to the emulator floor.
If the channel emulator is analyzed as a rectangular cavity resonator,
the resonant frequencies inside the emulator can be obtained with (3.3).
In the case of the manufactured channel emulators it can be stated that
z << x < y, since H << W < L. Therefore, the first (lowest) resonant
frequencies inside the emulator have the index l = 0, and hence, the electrical field orientation of the propagated wave should be perpendicular
to the emulator floor. Resonant frequencies with l > 0 (electrical field
parallel to the emulator floor) appear from a particular frequency value,
denoted as fmin(l>0) in this work. The value of fmin(l>0) can be calculated
as
s 
 2
2
1
c
1
fmin(l>0) =
+
(3.4)
2
L
H
since L > W , otherwise L must be replaced by W [102, 105]. Considering
the dimensions of the channel emulators, fmin(l>0) = 3.0061 GHz for the

Figure 3.9: Photo of the customized antennas, from left to right: Helix antenna, PIFA for the

third frequency sub-range, and PIFA for the fourth frequency sub-range. The dimensions of
the helical wire of the helix antenna can be found in the corresponding datasheet [86].
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small channel emulator and fmin(l>0) = 3.0017 GHz for the big channel
emulator.
No wave propagation is allowed for the antennas in the first three
frequency sub-ranges, since these sub-ranges are below fmin(l>0) , and
the polarization of the electrical field is parallel to the emulator floor.
However, good coupling, i.e. a channel with low attenuation between
antennas is still possible, due to the short distances between the antennas,
as well as the presence of reflective objects in the near field region of the
antennas, such as the metallic walls, floor, and top of the emulator. The
channel attenuation around the resonant frequencies is even much smaller
than in typical commercial wireless systems such as wireless local area
networks (WLANs) or mobile communications.
For frequencies above fmin(l>0) , the density of resonant frequencies (the
amount of resonant frequencies in a particular frequency range) increases
and wave propagation is also allowed in the direction of the polarization
of the electrical field produced by the antennas. Consequently, the channel
is much more frequency-selective, as proved by the values of Table 3.5.
This also increases the delay spread of the channel, i.e. it decreases the
channel coherence bandwidth, as it explained in Section 5.5.

3.7

Final Selection of the Antennas

3.7.1 High Frequency Measurements inside the Emulator
To study the low reproducibility of the PIFA properties for the highest
frequency sub-range, the following experiment was carried out, first with
the customized PIFA for the third frequency sub-range, and then also
with the customized PIFA for the fourth frequency sub-range.
1. Two antennas of the same type were placed inside the channel
emulator, in the positions A1 and B1, according to Fig. 3.1.
2. The CTF between the antennas was measured.
3. The antenna in the position B1 was rotated by 5◦ .
The second and third steps were repeated three more times. The CTF
was measured in total four times with each PIFA type, for a rotation of 0◦ ,
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5◦ , 10◦ and 15◦ of the antenna in the position B1, according to Fig. 3.1. Fig.
3.10(a) and Fig. 3.10(b) depict the measurement results for the PIFA for the
third and fourth frequency sub-ranges, respectively. In both cases, the four
plotted CTFs are practically overlapping only up to a frequency of around
2.8 GHz. Up to this frequency, a slight rotation of one of the antennas
does not play an important role in the CTF. For higher frequencies, the
CTF is highly sensitive to the variation of the antenna orientation.
A second experiment was also carried out. This time, a little pressure
was applied to the emulator top on the different corners of the emulator,
pushing down the top with a hand. In this way, the contact between the
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(a) PIFA for the third frequency sub-range
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(b) PIFA for the fourth frequency sub-range
Figure 3.10: Effect on the CTF of slightly rotating one of the antennas in the emulator
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(a) PIFA for the third frequency sub-range
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(b) PIFA for the fourth frequency sub-range
Figure 3.11: Effect on the CTF of slightly applying pressure on the different corners of the

emulator top by pushing it down with the hand

emulator top and the emulator walls is slightly modified. The CTF was
measured in every case. The results can be observed in Fig. 3.11. The
conclusion was again the same as with the first experiment: The CTFs are
very similar up to a frequency of around 2.8 GHz. For higher frequencies
the measured CTFs are completely different.
The reason found for the described situation is again related to the resonant behavior of the channel emulator [102, 105]. At higher frequencies
and in particular for frequencies above fmin(l>0) = 3.0061 GHz, the density
of resonant frequencies increases considerably. Additionally, fmin(l>0) is
calculated for an ideal and empty rectangular cavity resonator. However,
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the presence of the antennas inside the channel emulator also modifies the
wave channel characteristics and wave propagation. Then, the variation
of different parameters related to the antennas inside the emulator, such
as their position, orientation, quantity, geometry, etc., also modifies the
resonant modes of the emulator.
The consequence of the explained issue is that the CTF measurements in
the channel emulator for frequencies higher than approximately 2.8 GHz
are hardly reproducible. Therefore, a comparison of these measurement
results with simulation results would be senseless. Hence, in the remaining work, antennas are only simulated up to 2.8 GHz, and the PIFA for
the fourth frequency sub-range is not considered for the studies based on
simulations.

3.7.2 Selected Antennas
Taking the measurement results and the issues with the antennas for the
highest frequency sub-range into account, finally two antenna types are
considered for the rest of the analysis in this work:
The helix antenna for the first frequency sub-range
The PIFA for the third frequency sub-range.
In the rest of this work, only the customized PIFA will be employed for
the third frequency sub-range and it will be referred to only as PIFA. The
off-the-shelf helix antenna #2 is employed for the channel measurements
and simulations in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. The customized helix antenna is
used for the tests of the prototypes in Chapters 7 and 8.
The customized antennas have been already shown. The remaining
selected antenna, the off-the-shelf helix antenna, is depicted in Fig. 3.12.

Figure 3.12: Photo of the off-the-shelf helix antenna.

4

3D Electromagnetic Simulation
of the Channel

In Section 2.1, the importance of developing a channel emulator, due
to the complexity of working with a real automotive battery, has been
explained. The channel emulator simplifies significantly the measurement
of the CTF between antennas. However, a deeper investigation of the
wireless channel in the emulator requires several additional experiments
that could not be easily carried out by measurements. For example, if
the effect of a bigger amount of antennas inside the emulator must be
studied, such a measurement would be much more expensive and would
require a long preparation time, since more antennas should be fabricated.
The complete measurement of every CTF between master and slaves
would also take considerably longer, due to the limited number of ports
of the VNA. Another even worse case would be the investigation of the
influence of the emulator dimensions, since several new emulators with
different dimensions would have to be constructed.
The adopted solution for the described problems was to continue the
channel analysis by means of software-based 3D electromagnetic simulations. The software Computer Simulation Technology–Microwave
Studio (CST MWS) has been employed. This simulation tool offers a
computer-aided design (CAD) tool to recreate the antennas and their complete environment. Among several simulation properties, the boundary
conditions must be defined, as well as the type and position of the excitation sources (such as discrete port, waveguide port, etc.). CST MWS is
capable of measuring different parameters between the excitation sources
similar to a VNA, as for example the S-parameters [10]. It can also provide
several additional results, such as the field distribution in the model, near
and far fields, etc. Furthermore, simulations also offer the possibility of
validating the measurement results.
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Simulation Models

Simulation models of the selected antennas listed in Section 3.7.2 were
developed for the software CST MWS. They are shown in Fig. 4.1. There,
it can be observed the model of the SMA connector for the antenna feed
at the back of the antenna. A waveguide port was employed for feeding
the antennas in every simulation, since the coaxial cables employed in the
real emulator also work as circular waveguides [91].
The complete simulation model of the testbed always consists of the
following devices:
The channel emulator
the antennas to be placed
an extension of each SMA connector
One example of the complete testbed is shown in Fig. 4.2, in this case
with five PIFAs in the small emulator. The SMA extension is to simulate
the SMA adapters shown in Fig. 2.2(b). The coaxial cables connected
between these adapters and the VNA ports must not be simulated, since

Figure 4.1: Antenna simulation models. Left: Helix antenna #2 for the first frequency

sub-interval (front view), center: PIFA (front view), right: PIFA for the third frequency
sub-interval (rear view)

4.2 Selection of the Simulation Solver
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Figure 4.2: Simulation model of the complete model (cut view, parallel to the floor plane)

the VNA is calibrated to measure the S-parameters only from the end of
these cables, i.e. at the beginning of the adapter.
The simulation of every complete testbed takes an extremely long time
with a commercial desktop computer. Therefore, in order to complete the
large amount of simulations required in a reasonable time, a computer
cluster of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology was employed. However,
there is a limit established for the maximum duration of the simulations
in this cluster. The completion of the simulations with the big emulator
without exceeding this duration limit was not achieved and, consequently,
only the small emulator was simulated.

4.2

Selection of the Simulation Solver

The software CST Microwave Studio includes many different solver techniques for the electromagnetic simulations. In this work, two solvers
were tested: transient (time domain) solver and frequency domain solver.
Both of them are general purpose 3D electromagnetic simulators [10] and
can calculate the field distribution inside the model, the propagation of
near and far fields, and the S-parameters, among others. The software
documentation recommends to employ the transient solver for electrically
big structures. The frequency domain solver is the recommended alternative in case of working with electrically small components or devices
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with a high selectivity (high Q-factor). The selection of the solver for the
simulation of the complete testbed is not trivial, due to the big difference
in size between the antennas and the channel emulator.
The S-parameters of a particular testbed were measured and simulated
with both solvers to compare the results in order to choose the most
suitable solver for the simulations in the framework of this work. The particular testbed consisted of two PIFAs inside the emulator in the positions
A and B2 according to the scheme in Fig. 3.1. Fig. 4.3 shows the results
of the CTF between the antennas, i.e. the S21 parameter. There, it can be
observed that both simulation results are similar in form but shifted in
frequency. The frequency offset against the measurement result is bigger
with the frequency solver. Additionally, the simulation duration was
shorter with the transient solver. Therefore, the last one was employed
for the remaining simulations in this work.

4.3

Cross-Validation with Measurements

Several situations were first measured and then simulated in order to
validate the results. First, only the antennas, both helix and PIFA, were
validated without the emulator. Then, the complete testbed too [102].
Meas.

Sim. - Transient solver
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the results of a measurement with the corresponding

simulations with transient and frequency solver
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Figure 4.4: Simulation model of two PIFAs above the metallic plate.

4.3.1 Antennas
4.3.1.1 Method

Two experiments were carried out in order to validate the antenna simulation models independent of the emulator model. Both experiments
were first set up and measured with a VNA. Then, they were reproduced
in the software CST–MWS and simulated.
In the first experiment, the S11 of each antenna type under study was
measured and simulated to compare the results. However, as already
explained in Section 2.3, measuring one isolated antenna of small dimensions can normally lead to inaccurate results. Therefore, the following
setup was employed: The antenna under test was placed over a rectangular metallic plate of 290 mm x 390 mm. The antenna feed point was placed
in the center of the metallic plate and connected in the same way as the
antennas in the testbed, as shown in Fig. 2.2. The antenna was connected
to a VNA in the measurement and to the excitation waveguide port in
the simulation. In the second experiment, a second antenna (of the same
type as the first one) was placed at a distance of 130 mm from the first
one, as shown in the simulation model in Fig. 4.4, that corresponds to the
case of the PIFA. In this case, S21 (that corresponds to the CTF) was the
parameter under analysis.
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4.3.1.2 Results and Discussion

As explained in Section 3.5, this antenna
has a problem with not reproducible properties. Two custom made antennas of this type were measured individually above the metallic plate and
the obtained results of S11 were clearly different. Then, it is not surprising
that the matching between measurement and simulation results is very
poor. The comparison of results between simulation and the measurement of one of the customized antennas is shown in Fig. 4.5 for the first
experiment and in Fig. 4.6 for the second one. Due to the poor matching
between measurements and simulations, the customized helix antenna
was not employed for the electromagnetic simulations in the remaining
chapters.
Custom Made Helix Antenna

Fig. 4.7 shows the results of the first experiment with this antenna. There, the S11 parameter from the measurement
and from the simulation are compared in a frequency range from 200 MHz
to 2 GHz. Four resonant frequencies can be clearly identified in the measurement result at the following frequency values: 402 MHz, 1038 MHz,
1329 MHz, and 1840 MHz. In the simulation four resonant frequencies appear at similar values: 387.2 MHz, 1030 MHz, 1320 MHz, and 1834 MHz.
The first mentioned resonant frequency is the only one included in the
first frequency sub-range (the one of interest for the helix antenna). The
Off-the-shelf Helix Antenna:
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Figure 4.5: S11 measurement and simulation results of a customized helix antenna above a

metallic plate
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Figure 4.6: S21 measurement and simulation results between two customized helix

antennas above a metallic plate
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Figure 4.7: S11 measurement and simulation results of an off-the-shelf helix antenna above

a metallic plate

frequency offset between the measurement and the simulation results is
14.3 MHz, i.e. 3.56% of the measured resonant frequency.
The results of the second experiment are shown in Fig. 4.8. Again, the
most significant resonant frequencies, i.e. where S21 reaches its highest
values, are clearly coincident. Regarding the maximum value of S21 in
the first frequency sub-range, the measurement and simulation results
have an offset of 6.7 MHz in frequency and 2.96 dB in amplitude.
The comparison of the measurement and simulation results of the
S11 parameter in the first experiment is shown in Fig. 4.9. There is only
PIFA:
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one resonant frequency in the frequency range of interest for this antenna
(third frequency sub-range) in both measurement and simulation. The
resonant frequency is 2.57 GHz in the measurement and 2.50 GHz in the
simulation, i.e. 2.46% of offset respect to the measured value. The different
in the magnitude of the S11 at the corresponding resonant frequencies is
0.45 dB.
Fig. 4.10 shows the results of the second experiment with the PIFA.
A high similarity factor of 91% between measurement and simulation
was obtained. However, a high frequency fluctuation in the amplitude
of S21 is observed in the measurement, but not in the simulation. This is
probably caused by reflections at objects located close to the antennas in
the real measurement scenario, as for example the VNA. These elements
were not included in the simulation. This is, however, not an important
issue for this work. The relevant measurements and simulations are the
ones of the complete testbed. In these cases, the own emulator acts as a
shield, preventing reflections by external objects.
The results with the off-the-shelf helix antenna and the PIFA in this
section prove a very good matching between measurements and simulations. The next step is to validate the complete testbed with these two
types of antennas. The customized helix is not any longer considered for
simulations.
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Figure 4.8: S21 measurement and simulation results between two self-customized helix

antennas above a metallic plate
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Figure 4.9: S11 measurement and simulation results of a customized PIFA above a metallic
plate

4.3.2 Complete Testbed
4.3.2.1 Method

The commercial battery employed as reference for the design of the small
emulator has 96 cells, divided in eight modules with 12 cells each of them.
The modules are uniformly distributed into two parallel levels, one above
another. Following the explanation in Section 1.3.3 and considering the
case of a module-wise communication, one master antenna should be
placed in each level and communicate with the four slave antennas on
this level. This situation has been measured and simulated employing
the small channel emulator. Five antennas were placed in this emulator.
Fig. 4.2 shows the model with PIFAs. The one closest to the wall acts as
master, the remaining four placed along one line are the slaves. The exact
antenna positions are indicated in Table 4.1. Only the channels between
the master and each slave are analyzed, but not the channels between
slaves, since the communication between slaves is not required.
The helix antennas were not simulated between 100 MHz and 600 MHz,
but between 200 MHz and 500 MHz. This last frequency range includes
the widest CTF interval with low and almost constant attenuation. A
simulation in the complete frequency sub-range would require a longer
time, but it would not bring any additional useful information.
The following parameters were calculated for each pair of measurement
and simulation results:
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Similarity Factor: already explained in (3.1)
Frequency offset (∆f ): From the calculation of the XCF in (3.1), the
position of the maximum peak of the XCF represents the frequency
offset (horizontal offset between the CTF plots) between the
measured and simulated CTFs
Root mean square (RMS) value in decibels of the measured and
simulated CTFs: The difference between these two values
represents the average attenuation offset in decibels
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Figure 4.10: S21 measurement and simulation results between two customized PIFAs

above a metallic plate

Table 4.1: Antenna positions for the scenario described in 4.3.2. The (0,0)-coordinate

corresponds to the center of the emulator. L is the length of the emulator. x and y are the
coordinates in the directions of the length and the width, respectively.

Antenna
M
S1
S2
S3
S4

Position in Emulator
x

y

0
-(L/8+L/4+10 mm)
-(L/8+10 mm)
L/8+10 mm
L/8+L/4+10 mm

W/2-35mm
0
0
0
0
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Figure 4.11: Validation of the CTF measured and simulated in the channel emulator with

helix antennas

4.3.2.2 Results and Discussion

The CTF results of both measurement and simulation in each position are
presented in the Fig. 4.11 for the helix antennas and in Fig. 4.12 for the
PIFAs. Additionally, the results of the calculated parameters are depicted
in Table 4.2 for the helix antennas and in Table 4.3 for the PIFAs.
A good matching between measurements and simulations of the CTF is proven by the high similarity factor values. For
Helix Antenna:
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frequencies below 350 MHz, the simulation and measurement CTF curves
are almost coincident in three out of four slave positions. The two positions closer to the center and to the master antenna have the highest
matching. The slaves that are placed symmetrically according to the line
segment bisector of the emulator length, and consequently at the same
distance of the master, present very similar CTFs. For example, the CTFs
M-S2 and M-S3, or M-S1 and M-S4. All the RMS values of attenuation
offsets between measurement and simulation of the CTF is always below
3 dB. The frequency offset is relatively high for the position M-S4, but for
the remaining positions is below 1.15% of the central frequency (350 MHz)
of the simulated interval.
Table 4.2: Results of the comparison between measurements and simulations with helix

antennas

Slave
#
1
2
3
4

SF
[%]
76%
94%
94%
79%

∆f
[MHz]
-3.5
4
1.5
19

CTF Measurement
RMS [dB]
-27.5
-20.4
-19.6
-23.8

CTF Simulation
RMS [dB]
-24.7
-18.3
-18.3
-24.5

The similarity factor values with the PIFAs are lower than with the
helix antennas. However, many similar conclusions to the case of the helix
antennas can be drawn. The two central slaves have the best matching.
As in the case with helix antennas, also a high position symmetry in the
CTF results is clearly visualized. Additionally, most resonant frequencies
are coincident between measurements and simulations. The maximum
frequency offset between simulation and measurement represents 0.44%
of the central frequency of the compared frequency range.
PIFA:

4.3 Cross-Validation with Measurements
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Figure 4.12: Validation of the CTF measured and simulated in the channel emulator with

PIFAs

Table 4.3: Results of the comparison between measurements and simulations with PIFAs.

Slave
#
1
2
3
4

SF
[%]
73%
82%
86%
65%

∆f
[MHz]
-10.5
-9
-8.5
-8.5

CTF Measurement
RMS [dB]
-16.8
-13.1
-13.9
-16.6

CTF Simulation
RMS [dB]
-13.1
-13.1
-13.1
-12.9

5

Analysis, Modeling and
Characterization of the Channel

5.1

Parametrization of the Channel

In this chapter, the influence of several system parameters on the CTF
is investigated: Physical dimensions of the channel emulator, amount
of antennas, and position of the antennas. The study is carried out by
means of parametrization. Hence, the setup is simulated many times
for each particular parameter under study. In each of these simulations,
the paramater under study takes on different values, while the other
parameters remain constant. In this way, it can be analyzed how the
variation of each individual parameter affects the wireless channel inside
the emulator. Due to time and cost constrains, this parametric study was
carried out only by means of electromagnetic simulations, employing the
models presented in Section 4.1.
For every parameter under investigation, up to four plots of some of the
obtained CTFs are shown for visual comparison. If more were plotted, the
figures would be unintelligibly. Furthermore, the CTF with one particular
value of the parameter under study is taken as reference case, and the
remaining CTFs are compared with such a reference by means of the
similarity factor.

5.1.1 Physical Dimensions of the Channel Emulator
Three physical dimensions of the channel emulator were parametrized:
Length(L), width (W ), and height (H). For the study of the similarity
factor, the dimensions of the reference case are always the following:
W = 500 mm, L = 800 mm, and H = 50 mm. The distance between
the emulator floor and the antenna planes, i.e. the antenna height, is
Za = 29 mm. These dimensions are also employed in the remaining
simulation models of this chapter when none of the mentioned parameters
is considered.
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Two antennas were placed inside the battery emulator in the simulation
models employed for the parametrization of the physical dimensions. One
antenna was in the center of the XY-plane and the other one separated by
125 mm along the Y-axis. The S21 parameter is the CTF.
5.1.1.1 Length and Width

A step of 30 mm was employed for the parametrization of the length and
the width, because this is a quarter of the wavelength at a frequency of
2.4 GHz, the center of the third frequency sub-interval. Fig. 5.1 and 5.2
depict some CTFs plots for the parametrization of the length and the
width, respectively. The similarity factors are shown in Fig. 5.3.
The similarity factor always stays above 90% for both physical dimensions with the helix antennas at low frequencies, which proves a low
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Figure 5.1: Parametrization of the battery emulator length (L)
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(b) PIFA (HF)
Figure 5.2: Parametrization of the battery emulator width (W )

influence of these dimensions on the CTF in the studied cases. Similar
conclusions can be drawn by observing the CTF plots in Fig. 5.1(a) and
Fig. 5.2(a): All the plotted CTFs are very similar in their forms. However, they differ in the bandwidth of the frequency range in which the
CTF presents an almost constant gain. This can be visualized with the
position of the first strong notch of the CTF, e.g. the one at a frequency of
483 MHz in the reference case. When the length or the width increases,
the notch frequency is smaller, and the bandwidth of the almost constant
gain region decreases.
On the other side, the variation of the length and the width of the battery emulator clearly plays a very important role for the CTF at higher
frequencies using the PIFAs. The similarity factors are always considerably smaller than at lower frequencies. As already explained in Section
3.4.5, the bigger the emulator dimensions, the bigger the density of res-
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onant modes is, due to the resonant behavior of the channel emulator.
This increases the frequency-selectivity of the channel. The CTF plots can
be observed in Fig. 5.1(b) and Fig. 5.2(b) for the parametrization of the
length and the width, respectively.
5.1.1.2 Height

For the parametrization of the height, a smaller step was employed: 5 mm.
At low frequencies, the similarity factor also keeps above 90% for the
simulated values of height, as it is shown in Fig. 5.4(c). Looking at the CTF
plots in Fig. 5.4(a), the lowest frequency limit of the almost constant gain
region increases when the height becomes bigger, reducing the bandwidth
of the mentioned region. The attenuation along this almost constant gain
region, as well as the frequency position of the notch located at 483 MHz
in the reference case, remain practically constant in the simulated cases.
In the higher frequency range, the similarity factors are relatively high
for the simulated values of height up to 55 mm. Observing Fig. 5.4(b),
the CTFs for these height values have the same resonant frequencies,
although the bandwidth of the CTF around these frequency values decreases when the height increases. On the other hand, the situation is
completely different for the highest values of height: The similarity factor
decreases much faster when the height increases, as well as the number
of resonant frequencies in the CTF.
The last phenomenon can be understood following the explanation in
Section 3.7.1. There is a certain frequency value, fmin(l>0) , from which
resonant modes with the index l > 0 appear. According to (3.4), when
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Figure 5.4: Parametrization of the battery emulator height (H)

l = 0 the values and amount of resonant frequencies do not depend on
the height. Therefore, the height does not influence the CTF significantly.
Table 5.1 depicts the values of fmin(l>0) calculated for each simulated
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height1 . fmin(l>0) is above the simulated frequency range for the cases
with H ≤ 55 mm, i.e. it is higher than 2.6 GHz. This is the reason why the
height does not have a big influence on the CTF for these height values.
The case fmin(l>0) = 2.6 GHz occurs when H = 55.7 mm. Therefore, for
the remaining height values, which are bigger than 55.7 mm, the emulator
height plays an important role in the amount and values of the resonant
frequencies. Hence, the height has a greater impact on the CTF and
the similarity factors decrease. For these height values, as expected, the
amount of resonant frequencies increases with the height.
Table 5.1: fmin(l>0) as a function of the simulated emulator height

Height [mm]
fmin(l>0) [GHz]

45
3.34

50
3.01

55
2.73

60
2.51

65
2.32

70
2.15

5.1.2 Amount and Position of the Slaves
Firstly, the same reference case as in Section 5.1.1 was employed but with
the distance between the antennas as parameter under investigation. The
position of the antenna in the center of the emulator remains constant,
but the position of the second one varies along the Y-axis, parallel to the
emulator length. The distance between the antennas varies from 125 mm
to 335 mm, with a step of 35 mm.
A low influence of the antenna position on the CTF at low frequencies
can be observed in the plots in Fig. 5.5(a). This is also verified by the high
similarity factor values shown in Fig. 5.5(c). However, the distance between the antennas has an important influence on the channel attenuation:
The bigger the distance, the higher the attenuation. The bandwidth of the
almost constant gain region also decreases when the distance increases.
The channels present a higher position dependence of the CTF form at
higher frequencies, what is proved by the lower similarity factor values.
Nevertheless, the values of most resonant and notch frequencies are
very similar in every simulated case. Additionally, there is not a clear
1

fmin(l>0) is calculated for an ideal rectangular cavity resonator only as reference value.
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Figure 5.5: Parametrization of the distance between master and slave (d)

relationship between the channel attenuation and bandwidth around the
resonant frequencies, as in the case of lower frequencies.
Four setups with different amounts of slaves were simulated for each
antenna type but always using the small channel emulator, in order to
expand the evaluation of the impact of antenna positions on the channel properties, as well as the influence of the amount of antennas inside
the emulator. Every setup contains one master antenna but one of the
following amounts of slaves: 4, 8, 16, and 30. Each of these configurations are called “architectures” and their corresponding denotations are
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1M-4S, 1M-8S, 1M-16S, and 1M-30S, respectively. The first architecture
was already used for the validation of the simulation models against
the measurement results. Some of the remaining modeled architectures
are shown in Fig. 5.6. As previously, only one figure with four of the
obtaining CTF curves is presented for each architecture and antenna type.
Otherwise, the figures would be incomprehensive. However, the plotted
CTFs were selected strategically, in order to avoid the cases of highest
symmetry.
The results of CTFs for the four architectures with helix antennas at
low frequencies are shown in Fig. 5.8. For the cases with four and
eight slaves, the high similarity in form between the different positions
among one particular architecture is clearly visible. The low position
dependence of the CTF for the case 1M-4S with helix antennas has been
already commented and the architecture 1M-8S follows the same concept.
The bandwidth of the almost constant gain region is a bit shorter with
eight than with four slaves. However, this low position dependence
characteristic of the CTF is not clearly observable in the architecture 1M16S and especially in 1M-30S. The results in Fig. 5.7(a) also prove how
the similarity factor values are smaller for the two architectures with
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Figure 5.6: Simulation models of some of the combinations of architecture and antennas

type inside the battery emulator
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Figure 5.7: Variation of the SF with the slave position (with Ns slaves inside the battery

emulator)

a bigger amount of antennas. A reason for this is that the greater the
number of antennas, the smaller is the separation between them. This
increases the mutual coupling between the antennas. In all the simulated
architectures, the positions of the antennas play again an important role
in the attenuation of the CTF: The bigger the distance between slave and
master, the higher the attenuation. All the conclusions drawn below are
probed again in Section 5.5.3 by means of the channel characterization.
When the scenario 1M-4S with PIFAs at higher frequencies was previously analyzed in other Sections of this work, it was concluded that the
CTF was strongly position-dependent. This is a characteristic of the four
simulated architectures and, therefore, most of the similarity factor results
in Fig 5.7(b) are very small. Many resonance frequencies of the CTFs at
different positions are practically coincident in the architectures 1M-4S
and 1M-8S m, similar to the case of the parametrization of the distance
between antennas. However, this is not the case for the remaining architectures with more antennas. The higher mutual coupling plays again an
important role.

CTF/dB
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Figure 5.8: CTFs for different architectures at low frequencies
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Figure 5.9: CTFs for different architectures at high frequencies

5.1.2.1 Height of the Antennas (Z-Axis)

The reference case in this test is again the same one as in Section 5.1.1.
The parameter under investigation is the height of the antennas inside
the emulator (Za ), i.e. the distance between the antenna plane and the
emulator floor.
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In this parametrization, the same conclusions can be drawn for both
frequency ranges looking at the results in Fig 5.10. The attenuation at
the resonant frequencies remains practically constant with the variation
of the antenna height, but the smaller the antenna height, the smaller
the coherence bandwidth around the resonant frequencies. Near the
metallic walls, the electric and magnetic fields are smaller due to the
boundary conditions and, hence, the CTF decreases faster outside the
the resonant frequency region. The similarity factors are very similar for
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Figure 5.10: Parametrization of the height of the antennas (Za , antenna position in Z-axis)
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both frequency intervals. The smaller the antenna height, the smaller the
similarity factor.

5.2

Channel Modeling for Simulations

As most wireless communication systems, the wireless approach for the
in-battery communication operates with bandpass signals. The spectrum
of this type of signals occupies only a certain frequency range and it is
centered around a frequency value called center frequency fc (also named
carrier frequency). If the signal bandwidth is B, then
 the frequency range

of the channel occupied by the bandpass signal is − B2 + fc , fc + B2 [72].
In the case of the wireless approach for the BMS, the medium is not
shared with external wireless devices, due to the shielding provided by
the metallic housing. However, working at frequencies much higher that
the required bandwidth is mandatory, in order to employ antennas with a
reasonable size. Therefore, also in this work, the proposed communication
system will operate with bandpass signals.
Most digital communication systems first generate a baseband signal
(i.e., a signal with fc = 0) at the transmitter. Then, this signal is converted
into a bandpass signal by shifting the baseband signal to a higher frequency interval, centering the baseband signal around the desired center
frequency. In the receiver, the inverse process is carried out.
The channel impulse response (CIR) is a characterization of the channel
that contains the complete required information for the analysis of the
transmission of a signal though this channel [74]. For software-based
simulations of the complete communication system, the impulse response
of a multipath channel can be modeled as a finite impulse response (FIR)
filter. Typically, wireless channels are time-variant, due to the relative
motion between transmitter, receiver, and/or the environment. In such
cases, the filter coefficients must also be time-variant. However, there
is no relative motion between antennas, or between an antenna and
the environment inside the battery. Furthermore, the metallic housing
provides an electromagnetic shielding against any reflective object located
outside the battery. Consequently, the wireless in-battery channel can be
considered as practically static, i.e. time-invariant [104]. Such a channel
can be modeled as a time-invariant FIR filter.
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Due to the importance of the CIR measurement, several channel sounding
techniques exist [61, 74]. In this work, the technique employed was a frequency domain channel sounder, using a VNA2 . With this measurement
technique, the CIR is obtained in the frequency domain, i.e. the CTF. As
the channel is assumed to be time-invariant, and the measured CTF is
represented discretely, the CIR response is obtained by converting the CTF
to the time domain with the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) or,
as in most software tools, with the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT).
Only the frequency range of the CTF that corresponds to the bandpass
signal is of interest. Therefore, both this rangeof the CTF and the bandpass
signal can be shifted to the frequency range − B2 , + B2 , centered around
the null frequency. This new representation of the CTF is called complex
baseband equivalent model of the channel. The shifted bandpass signal
is now a baseband (also called lowpass) signal, which is the complex
envelope of the bandpass signal [74]. For a software-based simulation
of a communication system, working with baseband signals and the
basedband equivalent model of the channel permits the use of a smaller
sampling frequency, i.e. larger time steps, than the ones required to work
with bandpass signals. This boosts the simulation efficiency and decreases
the simulation duration [14, 98].
The relationship between the communication system bandwidth and
the sampling frequency must be remarked. In representations of real signals, the frequency spectrum is guaranteed to be Hermitian, i.e. it always
∗
follows X(ω) = X(−ω)
. Therefore, due to this spectrum redundancy, the
bandwidth of the signal is measured from the null frequency up to the
maximum frequency. Following the Nyquist theorem, this maximum
frequency must be lower than half of the the sampling frequency fs , i.e.
B < f2s . In the case of complex signals, the quadrature sampling is used.
This outputs two separate sequences of samples, one representing the inphase component, and another representing the quadrature component.
The complex signal is generated from these two sequences. Due to the
complex nature of this quadrature signal, its spectrum is not forced to
present a symmetry with respect to the 0 Hz axis [51]. Then, the bandwith
2

Other channel sounding techniques have been implemented in the framework of a master
thesis [114]. However, the VNA offered many advantages over the software defined
radio-based alternatives for the application in this work.
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of complex signals is defined as the difference between the maximum
positive and minimum negative frequency. Hence, for complex signals
the sampling frequency must be only greater than the signal bandwidth,
i.e. B < fs , but not twice as for real signals.

5.3

Modeling of the Channel Noise

In the framework of the IntLiIon project, the noise in a hot battery was
measured only up to a frequency of 100 MHz, which is below the frequency range of interest in this work. No reference in literature or published papers has been found with this kind of measurements at higher
frequencies. Therefore, the noise in the wireless channel within the battery
at the frequencies of interest was modeled based on the analysis of the
three possible noise sources for the in-battery channel:
1. Thermal noise
2. The power train components (e.g. inverter)
3. External noise or interference sources (e.g. other wireless services
operating in the same frequency range)
However, the last two noise sources can be neglected. The power train
components produce high noise power only in frequency ranges below
the ones considered in this work [16]. And regarding external noise or
interference, they are prevented by the shielding provided by the metallic
housing. The remaining noise source, the thermal noise, is modeled
as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Therefore, the noise in the
wireless in-battery channel is also modeled as AWGN in this work.
The noise power density (N0 ) can be calculated as
N0 = kT,

(5.1)

where k is the Boltzmann’s constant in Joules per Kelvin, and T is the
temperature in Kelvin of the system3 . According to [73], typical operation
3

(5.1) is actually only valid when the antenna and the receiver input are perfectly matched,
which is not the case in the simulation or measurement results. However, as later
explained in Section 5.4, the system is intended to operate in frequency intervals around
resonant frequencies, where there is typically a good matching between antenna and
receiver input.
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temperature range of Li-ion batteries for vehicles is between −40◦ C to
+50◦ C, which would lead to a maximum N0 = −173.5 dBm/Hz. This
value will be used as noise power density of the channel in the remaining
work.

5.4

Selection of the Center Frequency

Every communication node (master and slaves) in the communication
network employs the same center frequency. The selection of the center
frequency plays a key role in the performance of the communication
system, since its variation can have a great influence on the passband
channels between master and each slave.
The system should ideally operate in the frequency range with the best
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between the master and every slave. However, this is not possible because the channels between the master and
each slave are different. A trivial solution for the selection of the center
frequency might be to look for the frequency with the highest average
SNR among all the slaves. But at this center frequency one or several
slaves might present a very inconvenient passband channel. For example,
a notch frequency very close to the center frequency. The BMS cannot
manage the battery safely if some of the slaves cannot communicate properly. Therefore, this solution would be sub-optimal. A better algorithm
for the selection of the center frequency had to be developed, with the
target of ensuring a good compromise of SNR among all the slaves [104].

5.4.1 Algorithm for the Center Frequency Selection
The SNR at different receivers and at different frequencies must be compared to look for an appropriate center frequency. However, due to the
assumption of AWGN, the noise power spectral density is considered
constant along the entire frequency range and at every receiver. Then,
comparing the received signal power is equivalent to compare the SNR.
The first step of the algorithm is to calculate the received signal power at
every slave and for each center frequency candidate value. The transmission power is normalized to 1 W for simplicity. The “complete” baseband
equivalent channel must be obtained for each slave and for each center
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frequency candidate value to achieve this. “Complete” means that not
only the in-battery channel must be considered, but also the transmit
and receive filters employed at the transmitter and receiver, respectively4 .
Therefore, the transmit and receive filter coefficients5 , as well as the
sampling frequency (which determines the communication system bandwidth) must be known in advance to employ this algorithm.
The frequency range under analysis, i.e. the first frequency sub-range
for the helix antennas and the third one for the PIFAs, is divided into a set
of equidistant frequency values, which are the center frequency candidate
values. Being i the index of the frequency values and l the index of the
slaves (or equivalently, of each CTF), the following steps are performed
for every candidate frequency f(i) and for every slave:
The CTFs of the baseband equivalent channels between the master
and each slave are calculated (in discrete frequency domain),
employing the different frequencies f(i) as center frequency. Then,
these CTFs are interpolated to have the same length K as the
transmit and receive filter impulse responses. The result obtained
for every i and l values is Hch(i,l) [k], where k represents the
discrete frequency domain.
The received power at the output of the receive filter for each
((i, l))-case is calculated in the discrete frequency domain as:
Pk=K−1
P(i,l) =

k=0

HTxF [k] · Hch(i,l) [k] · HRxF [k]
K2

2

(5.2)

where HTxF [k] and HRxF [k] are the impulse responses in frequency
domain of the transmit and receive filters, respectively; and P(i,l) is
the received power at the slave l when fc = f(i) .
Next, a new vector is created, Pmin(i) , with the same length I as the vector
of the frequencies f(i) . In each position i the minimum received power at
4

5

In [104], the complete channel was assumed as the in-battery channel plus the transmit
filter. In this work, the receive filter is added, since it also modifies the Eb /N0 observed
by the demodulator at the receiver.
The components of the communication system are explained in detail in Section 6.1.
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the corresponding f(i) among the slaves is stored6 .




Pmin(i) = min P(1,l) , min P(2,l) , · · · , min P(I,l)

(5.3)

The frequency value f(i) corresponding to the maximum value among
the vector Pmin(i) is selected as the system’s center frequency. The center
frequency value obtained by means of this algorithm is referred to as
optimal center frequency in the remaining work.

5.4.2 Results
The algorithm has been employed to select the optimal center frequency
for each of the four architectures simulated in Section 5.1.2, with both
evaluated antennas and frequency sub-ranges. However, as mentioned
in the description of the algorithm, some communication system parameters must have been previously defined. The communication system
configuration described in Section 6.1 was used, which outputs a QPSKmodulated signal with a bit rate of 2 Mbps. This configuration employs
matched root-raised-cosine-filters with a roll-off factor of 0.2 at both transmitter and receiver, and a sampling frequency of 4 MHz. The obtained
center frequency values are presented in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Optimal fc values calculated for scenarios simulated in Section 5.1.2

Antenna type
PIFA
Helix

6

1M-4S
2334.5
412

fc [MHz]
1M-8S 1M-16S
2338.5
2557
326
320.5

1M-30S
2513.7
416.4

If at this point the average received power instead of the minimum would have been
stored, it could happen that for this frequency some slaves present a good CTF but one of
them a very bad one, and then the performance of the entire system would be degraded.
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5.5.1 Characterization of the In-Battery Channel
In a similar way to most real wireless channels, as for example in mobile
communications, a signal that travels from a transmitter to a receiver
inside an automotive battery is exposed to multipath fading. That means
that the transmitted signal is reflected multiple times and it reaches the
receiver though multiple paths. Inside an automotive battery it can be reflected by the metallic housing, the cell cans, etc. A channel that produces
this impact on the transmitted signal is known as a fading channel [82].
Such a channel modifies the amplitude, phase, and angle of arrival of the
received signal.
There are two different types of fading: large-scale and small-scale.
Large-scale fading refers to the variation of the signal due to its propagation over large distances, i.e. much bigger than the wavelength of
the signal. The large-scale fading is typically dominated by the terrain
characteristics. This is, however, not of interest in the case of wireless
in-battery communications, due to the relationship between the dimensions of the environment and the investigated wavelength range. On
the other hand, small-scale fading represents the strong signal variations
along short displacements, even shorter than the wavelength of the signal.
This type of fading is the one that must be analyzed for the in-battery
communication.
The small-scale fading alters the received signal by two ways. The
first one is producing a time-spreading of the signal, due to the different
times of arrival of the multipath components. The second one is due to
the time-variant behavior the channel [82]. The last one, however, can
be practically ignored because, as already explained in Section 5.2, the
in-battery channel can be assumed to be time-invariant. Therefore, only
the time-spreading characteristics of the channel must be analyzed. Two
parameters are employed for the characterization of the time-spreading
behavior of a channel: the delay spread and the coherence bandwidth.
The delay spread is analyzed in the time-domain and it
indicates the dispersion of the power delay profile (PDP) over the time.
2
The PDP is obtained as |h(τ )| , where h is the CIR and τ the time over
Delay Spread:
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which the h is spread [74, 82]. The higher the multipath characteristic of
the channel, the higher the delay spread. This can be characterized by
two metrics: The mean delay spread (τ̄ ) and the RMS delay spread (στ ).
They can be calculated with the following equations7 :
´∞

.

2

τ |h(τ )| dτ
τ̄ = ´0 ∞
2
|h(τ )| dτ
0

(5.4)

v
u´ ∞
2
u
(τ − τ̄ )2 |h(τ )| dτ
στ = t 0 ´ ∞
2
|h(τ )| dτ
0

(5.5)

Coherence Bandwidth: The coherence bandwidth Bcoh is obtained in
the frequency domain, i.e. from the CTF. It is a metric of the frequency
range over which the channel exhibits an approximately constant gain
and a linear phase. That means, that every frequency component in this
frequency range is affected by the channel in a similar way. Therefore, the
amplitude of the frequency components are strongly correlated [29, 74, 82].
The coherence bandwidth is mathematically defined as the bandwidth
over which the normalized auto-correlation function of the CTF remains
above a pre-defined threshold. Different values have been given to this
threshold in literature, for example 0.9 [41] or 0.5 [1].
The RMS delay spread and the coherence bandwidth are inversely
proportional, i.e.
α
Bcoh =
,
(5.6)
στ

where α is a constant, whose value depends on the channel multipath
structure and the threshold value employed for the calculation of the
coherence bandwidth [29, 74, 82]. There are, however, several published
results for this relationship between RMS delay spread and the coherence
bandwidth under typical wireless channels. For example, a value of
1
α = 0.276 was reported for an urban environment [1], and α = 2π
for the
ionosphere [6].
7

If the signals under analysis are discrete, the integral operation in (5.4) and (5.5) is
replaced by a summation.
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The fading characteristic of a channel can be classified as “flat” or “frequency-selective”. In the first case, it can be assumed that the channel
affects every signal frequency component in a similar manner. On the
other hand, a channel is referred to as frequency-selective when it induces
inter-symbol interference (ISI) to a signal that is transmitted though this
channel. ISI means that the duration of a transmitted symbol is considerably extended beyond the beginning of the next transmitted symbol,
degrading the quality of the transmitted signal. This issue can be resolved at the receiver by the employment of techniques such as channel
equalization, but this increases the receiver complexity [72, 83].
The fading characteristic of a channel and, consequently, the occurrence
of ISI, depends not only on the channel but also on the bandwidth of
the transmitted signal. A channel can be considered to be flat and not to
induce ISI under the following conditions [74, 82]:
Tsym > στ

(5.7)

Bsym < Bcoh ,

(5.8)

and
where Tsym is the symbol duration and Bsym is the symbol bandwidth.
The design of the communication system is discussed in Chapter 6. There,
only the performance of phase-shift keying (PSK) modulations is analyzed.
In this type of modulation, the relationship between symbol duration and
bandwidth at the output of the modulator is Bsym = T 1 . However, due
sym
to the employment of a transmit filter, for example a root-raised-cosine
filter, the symbol is spread and hence, its bandwidth is enlarged [72].
Consequently, it can be said that
Bsym ≥

1
.
Tsym

(5.9)

Then, if (5.8) is accomplished, the following happens with the relationship
between Tsym and στ , employing (5.6), (5.8), and (5.9) together:

and then,

1
α
≤ Bsym < Bcoh =
Tsym
στ

(5.10)

στ
≤ α.
Tsym

(5.11)
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As α is always smaller than one in literature, then (5.7) is accomplished
though (5.11). That means, that only by calculating the coherence bandwidth of the channel and comparing it to the transmitted signal bandwidth, it can be determined whether the channel presents frequencyselective or flat fading.

5.5.2 Method
The calculation of the coherence bandwidth was carried out for every slave
in each of the four simulated architectures (with 4, 8, 16, and 30 slaves)
and with both antenna types. The coherence bandwidth was calculated
for the entire simulated spectrum in every case, i.e. between 200 MHz
and 600 MHz for the helix antennas at lower frequencies (as shown in Fig.
5.8), and between 2200 MHz and 2600 MHz for the PIFAs (as depicted
in Fig. 5.9). The threshold value for the calculation of the coherence
bandwidth was set to 0.5. With this value, the coherence bandwidth of an
ideal channel with constant gain and linear phase is equal to the sampling
frequency, i.e. to the frequency range of the channel under analysis.

5.5.3 Results and Discussion
The results of the coherence bandwidth are shown in Table 5.3. These
results support the conclusions drawn in Section 5.1.2. With four, eight,
and 16 slaves, the coherence bandwidth is higher at lower frequencies.
That means that the frequency range where the channel presents flat
fading is larger. The frequency range with flat fading is shorter at low
frequencies only with the largest number of slaves (30). This characteristic
of the channel at low frequencies and with big numbers of slaves was
already discussed in Section 5.1.2. Additionally, the standard deviation of
the coherence bandwidth is much smaller at lower frequencies, except for
the case with eight slaves. This supports the conclusion of lower position
dependence at lower frequencies for reduced amounts of slaves.
As already explained in Section 5.1.1.1, the length and width of the
emulator do not have a significant influence on the CTF’s form for a reduced number of slaves and at low frequencies, as long as both length and
width remain in the same order of magnitude as the wavelength. This fact
produces a interesting synergy with the large coherence bandwidth of the
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Table 5.3: Results of the coherence bandwidth obtained for the simulated channels with

both antenna types

Arquitecture
1M-4S
1M-8S
1M-16S
1M-30S

Bcoh [MHz]
Helix
Min Mean ± Std
Min
197.9 233.6 ± 40.7
91.2
86.2 149.4 ± 54.9
73.9
142.8 228.7 ± 46.4
97.9
88.8 161.1 ± 45.9 132.17

PIFA
Mean ± Std
183.0 ± 105.1
101.8 ± 23.6
214.9 ± 82.0
261.2 ± 70.9

channels: Since the large frequency range of practically flat attenuation is
hardly influenced by the antenna position, the center frequency could be
chosen arbitrary along this frequency range, without requiring the use of
the algorithm from Section 5.4. Consequently, it would not be necessary
to measure the CTF between the master and every slave, as the mentioned
algorithm demands. Alternatively, measuring the CTF between one master and only one slave would be enough, since the remaining ones can be
assumed to be very similar and present an almost coincident frequency
interval with almost constant gain and high coherence bandwidth. This
would be a simple plug-and-play system, i.e. a system that can be used
without modifications or previous calibration in different batteries, as
long as the mentioned conditions are met. However, this plug-and-play
concept is not considered in this work.

6

Design and Simulation of the
Physical and the MAC Layer

Based on the analysis of the channel, a proper communication system
must be designed, capable of fulfilling the project’s requirements on the
physical and the MAC layer. In this chapter, the physical layer of a
transceiver (transmitter and a receiver) is designed and simulated by
means of Matlab and Simulink. The performance of this transceiver is
evaluated under channels obtained in the last chapter.
The MAC layer is described at the end of this chapter. Its implementation in software, as well as its prototyping of both physical and MAC
layers, is introduced in the next chapter.
Several channel coding techniques have been evaluated in [112] with
the physical layer designed in this chapter and under channels also considered in this work. Since the topic of channel coding is not the focus
of this work and no new channel coding technique has been developed,
channel coding is not included in this chapter. Nevertheless, the selected
channel coding technique in [112] for this wireless in-battery communication system was implemented in rapid prototype platforms. These results
are presented in Chapter 7.

6.1

Design of the Physical Layer

The design of the transmitter involves the architecture of transmitter and
receiver (modulation, synchronization, etc.), as well as the calculation of
the required power for the transmitted signal. The issues of the channel
that have an influence on the design of the physical layer have been
already clarified in Chapter 5. Two characteristics of the channel must be
particularly taken into account:
Attenuation, which has a great influence on the received signal
power
Multipath fading characteristic, for the architecture of the
transceiver
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Regarding the project requirements on the physical layer, a minimum
BER of 10−3 without channel coding has been specified at the beginning
of the IntLiIon project[104]. However, there was no definition about the
transmission power and transceiver architecture. The transmission power
must be kept as low as possible, in order to reduce power consumption.
The transceiver architecture must be as simple as possible, in order to
reduce the cost and the size of the future implementation. However, the
transmission power and the design of the transceiver are not independent
concepts, since the BER is related to both of them. A more sophisticated
transceiver may achieve a better performance, so it can reach a particular
BER with lower transmission power than a simpler transceiver. Additionally, the bandpass channel between two communication devices depends
on the central frequency of operation and the bandwidth of the transceiver,
as explained in Section 5.2.
The entire communication modem is expected to be very small to fit into
the size of a small automotive battery cell. Therefore, a digital transceiver
is considered, where most of the signal processing is carried out digitally
in the baseband. The particular case of a direct-conversion transceiver
(also called zero-intermediate frequency transceiver) [60] was taken into
account.
Fig. 6.1 highlights a scheme of a typical digital transceiver [115, 96].
From a very general and abstract point of view, the signal generation in
the transmitter involves the following steps [36, 63, 96]
The signal to be transmitted is digitally generated in the baseband
Conversion from digital to analog is performed by means of an
I/Q (dual channel) digital to analog converter (DAC)
Filtering of the signal to avoid spectral repetitions, due to the
signal sampling
Up-conversion of the signal, i.e. shifting it to the central frequency
The signal is filtered, to avoid interfering with the spectrum
outside the transmitter bandwidth, and amplified
The steps are the opposites and in reversed order in the receiver:
Low noise amplification of the signal
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Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the digital transceiver [115]

Down-conversion of the signal, i.e. shifting it to the zero-frequency
Filtering of the signal to avoid aliasing
Conversion from analog to digital is performed by means of an
I/Q (dual channel) analog to digital converter (ADC)
Digital processing of the signal in the baseband (synchronization,
demodulation, decoding, etc.)
All the simulations of the communication system in this chapter correspond only to the digital processing of the signal in baseband. Therefore,
in order to simulate the impact of the channel on the signal, the baseband
equivalent channel models are employed. The generation of these models
was already explained in Section 5.2.

6.1.1 Selection of the Modulation Technique
In Section 5.5.1 it has been explained that a channel does not introduce
ISI when the channel coherence bandwidth is larger than the symbol
bandwidth. When no ISI occurs, a single-carrier modulation technique
can be used without requiring a channel equalizer. This is a cheap and
easy solution instead of other more sophisticated approaches, for instance
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM).
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There exists a large variety of digital modulation techniques for single
carrier systems, such as phase-shift keying (PSK), amplitude-shift key
(ASK), frequency-shift key (FSK), etc. [72]. PSK is known to be the most
robust modulation (comparing cases with the same order of modulation)
under ideal AWGN channels [72]. That means, that PSK modulation
exhibits better BER vs. Eb /N0 1 curves than the other alternatives.
The wireless channel within a battery is frequency-selective. However,
as it was demonstrated in Section 5.5, the coherence bandwidth of the
channel is larger than the required symbol bandwidth. Hence, the inbattery channels exhibits similar characteristics to AWGN channels with
constant attenuation, due to the almost constant gain of the obtained
baseband equivalent channels and the assumption of AWGN. Therefore,
PSK modulation is the only one considered in this work.
Binary phase-shift keying (BPSK, M = 2) and quadrature phase-shift
keying (QPSK, M = 4) are the most robust cases among the different
modulation orders (M ) of the PSK modulation. They have identical theoretical BER vs. Eb /N0 curves under ideal AWGN channels[72]. Therefore,
the transceiver proposed in this work was simulated employing BPSK
and QPSK modulations. The results are always practically coincident
when the same bit rate is employed, since the coherence bandwidth is in
every case large enough. However, QPSK has been the most convenient
option for the development of the prototypes presented in Chapter 7.
QPSK requires half of the sampling rate for the same bit rate compared
to BPSK. This decreases the computational load, which is typically the
bottle neck in the employed rapid prototype platforms. Therefore, all the
results presented in the current chapter were obtained employing QPSK
modulation [104].
The complete simulated communication system consisted of three main
blocks: Transmitter, channel (including noise), and receiver. A block
diagram of the single-carrier-based communication system is depicted
in Fig. 6.2. The channel is composed by the baseband equivalent model
of the channel plus the noise generator. The channel is implemented as
a FIR filter, whose impulse response is given by its coefficients, the time
interval between them, and the number of taps. This impulse response
emulates the impulse response of the baseband equivalent model of the
1

Energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio.
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Figure 6.2: Block diagram of the single-carrier-based communication system model

implemented for the simulations [104]

channel (CIRBB ). The noise is implemented as an AWGN noise block,
whose signal is added at the output of the channel. This is the way in
which communication systems are mostly modeled in literature [72]. The
channel properties and the noise have been already explained in the
previous chapter. Therefore, only the transmitter and the receiver are
described in detail in the current chapter.

6.1.2 Transmitter
The transmitter is in charge of generating the signals that are injected into
the channel. As previously explained, the signal considered at the output
of the transmitter in the simulations corresponds to the value that would
be given to the DAC in a real digital communication system.
6.1.2.1 Modulation and Filtering of Frames

The communication system under development operates in a frame-based
mode. The frame length depends on the communication method (modulewise or cell-wise communication) and in the amount of cells per module
in case of module-wise communication. The frame consists of three parts:
The preamble, the address and the payload. The preamble is explained in
Section 6.1.3.5. The payload contains the information to be sent. The address is used by the MAC layer to recognize the frame recipient. However,
the address is not necessary in the simulations performed in the current
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chapter because the MAC layer is not considered. The frame structure
is explained more in detail in Section 6.3.2. For the simulations in this
chapter, a frame length of 200 bits (a realistic value for a module-wise
communication case) was employed.
The generation of the transmitted signal involves the following steps:
The information in bits to be transmitted is stored in the payload.
In a real application, this would contain the information obtained
from the sensors deployed in the cells. In the simulations, the
content of the payload is obtained from a pseudo-noise sequence
generator.
The preamble is added at the beginning of the frame.
The complete frame is modulated (QPSK Mod block in Fig. 6.2).
The modulated frame passes through a transmit filter (Tx
Filter in Fig. 6.2).
After the last step, the signal is injected into the baseband equivalent
model of the channel.
A root-raised-cosine (RRC) filter is employed as transmit filter for pulseshaping with the aim of minimizing the ISI compared to a rectangular
window filter [72]. The transmit filter, which is implemented as a FIR filter,
first upsamples the signal and then applies the corresponding filtering.
An ideal RRC filter should have infinite length, but the practical implementation has a finite amount of taps. Therefore, it is windowed, which
truncates the filter impulse response and introduces a group delay in the
transmitted signal of half of the filter length in taps. The transmit filter
has three parameters: Roll-off factor (β), length in taps and upsampling
factor. The first one is a measure of the excess bandwidth of the filter, i.e.
the relationship between the symbol bandwidth (B) and the symbol rate
2
(Rs ). This relationship is calculated as [33, 101]
(6.1)

B = Rs · (1 + β).
2

R ·(1+β)

In many books, for example in [26, 72], (6.1) is expressed as B = s 2
. But in this
work, as already mentioned, the bandwidth is doubled since it is measured from negative
frequencies and not from 0 Hz, because the signals under consideration are complex
baseband representations.
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The second parameter, the length, determines the amount of taps of
the FIR filter. The longer this length is, the more similar is the impulse
response of the implemented filter to an ideal RRC filter. Finally, the upsampling factor indicates how many samples are delivered at the output
of the filter for each symbol at the input, i.e. samples per symbol (sps).
The upsampling factor has a direct impact on the sampling frequency of
the system (fs ), but it does not modify the symbol bandwidth.
6.1.2.2 Bit Rate

Two different types of bit rates can be defined:
It is the amount of physically transferred bits per second
[30] and does not depend on the frame structure. It can be calculated as
Gross Bit Rate:

Rb =

Lframe_b
,
Tframe

(6.2)

where Tframe is the necessary time to transfer a frame, Lframe_b is the length
of the frame, where the sub-index “_b” indicates that the parameter is
measured in bits. On the other hand, “_s” means that a parameter is
measured in symbols. Tframe is the duration of a symbol multiplied by the
amount of symbols in a frame, i.e.
Tframe = Lframe_s · Tsym =

Lframe_b sps
·
.
log2 M
fs

(6.3)

Then, introducing (6.3) in (6.2) ,
Rb =

fs · log2 M
.
sps

(6.4)

It is the bit rate of the bits of the frame payload, without
taken into account the frame overhead bits [74]. It is obtained as

Net Bit Rate:

RbN =

Lpayload_b
,
Tframe

(6.5)
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where Lpayload_b is the length of the payload in bits. Introducing (6.3) and
(6.4) into (6.5), the last equation can be rewritten as
RbN = Rb ·

Lpayload_b
.
Lframe_b

(6.6)

As it is desired to send the payload information as fast as possible for a
given gross bit rate, the relationship RbN /Rb should be as close as possible
to its maximum value, i.e. one.
6.1.2.3 Continuous and Burst Transmission Modes

A frame-based communication system can operate in continuous or burst
mode. In the first case, the frames are continuously (successively) sent,
without pauses between them. In burst transmission mode, the frames
are sent periodically, with a certain pause between them.
Due to the large amount of simulations required in this chapter, the
implemented transceiver does not operate in burst mode. The sent information is packed into frames, but these frames are sent continuously
without pauses between them, in order to speed up the simulations. Nevertheless, both transmission modes were implemented and tested in the
transmitter and receiver models employed for rapid prototype platforms
in Chapter 7.

6.1.3 Receiver
The receiver must accomplish the following tasks: signal filtering, synchronization and signal demodulation.
6.1.3.1 Filtering

The first block of the receiver is a matched filter. A filter that is matched
to a discrete waveform s(n) has the following impulse response:
h[n] = K · s∗ [N − n],

(6.7)

where K and N are arbitrary constants. Then, the impulse response of
the matched filter is a scaled conjugated time-reversed version of the
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signal from which is matched [72]. The matched filter is the optimal linear
filter to maximize the SNR under the presence of white additive noise
[87]. The receiver filter should be ideally matched to the received signal,
which is affected by the transmit filter and the channel. However, the
receiver does not know the CIRBB and it also does not include a channel
estimator in order to keep it simpler. Then, the receive filter impulse
response is matched to the transmit filter impulse response, because the
PSK modulator generates a signal with a constant envelope.
The receive filter is implemented in the form of a FIR filter. As this
filter must have causal impulse response, N must be equal or larger than
the length of the receive filter impulse response. N is set to be equal to
this length to keep it as short as possible. Since the transmit filter is a
RRC filter with an odd number of samples and with real values, the taps
of the corresponding matched filter are the same as the transmit filter
ones. However, the receive filter does not downsample the received signal
because the next block (symbol timing recovery) requires an upsampled
signal.
6.1.3.2 Symbol Timing Recovery

Since the communication system employs digital coherent PSK modulation, the demodulator block at the receiver must sample the received
signal periodically, once per symbol interval, in order to properly recover
the information that was transmitted. If the demodulator is not capable of
sampling the received symbol at the exact moment, i.e. at the maximum
“eye opening”, the received information can be strongly corrupted because
this is equivalent to ISI [72].
There is always a propagation delay between the modulator at the
transmitter and the demodulator at the receiver. A component of this
delay is introduced by the channel3 . But there is another source of symbol
timing desynchronization in real digital communication systems: If no
external timing reference as a global positioning system (GPS) device is
used, the DAC at the transmitter and the ADC at the receiver operates
with independent clock signals. These clock signals have in real systems
3

Also the components of the transceiver introduce a propagation delay. However, this one
is normally a multiple of the symbol period, so it must not be corrected by the symbol
timing recovery block.
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a certain tolerance, i.e. they are not perfectly matched to the desired
frequency and they also present a certain drift [17]. The offset between
both clock signals also produces an offset in the symbol timing between
transmitter and receiver.
The propagation delay is unknown at the receiver and it is also unstable
due to the offset between the clock signals. Therefore, the receiver itself
must recover the symbol timing from the received symbols. Several
digital methods have been developed for coherent single-carrier PSK
modulation. In this work, different non-decision-directed timing recovery
methods were tested, such as Early-late gate [57], Mueller-Muller [62],
Gardner [23], and squaring [64] algorithms. Another alternative is a
polyphase filterbank [43], which was not tested in Simulink but in rapid
prototyping platforms, as later explained in Section 7.3.4.2. All these
methods require each received symbol to be composed by more than one
sample. Hence, the downsampling of the signal at the receiver is not
realized by the receive filter, but after the symbol timing recovery. All
mentioned methods have been tested in the simulation and offered a very
similar performance. The results presented in this chapter were obtained
employing the squaring method [104].
6.1.3.3 Carrier Frequency and Phase Recovery

In coherent PSK modulation, the information is contained in the phase
of each individual symbol. A carrier phase offset between the receiver’s
carrier and the received symbol’s carrier produces crosstalk between the
in-phase and quadrature components of the received symbol. Even a very
small phase offset could produce a high degradation of the demodulator
performance in a noisy channel [72]. Additionally, a carrier frequency
offset produces a time-variant carrier phase offset. Therefore, a proper
synchronization of the carrier frequency and phase is mandatory when
coherent PSK modulation is employed4 .
In real communication systems there are several sources for the carrier
desynchronization between transmitter and receiver. One is that the oscillators employed at transmitter and receiver for the carrier generation are
4

Differential PSK (DPSK) could have been used to avoid the carrier phase recovery block.
However, DPSK exhibits a worse performance in comparison with PSK in terms of BER.
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independent. Then, they present a limited accuracy and a drift when no
external reference is employed, as already explained for the clock signals
of the DAC and ADC in Section 6.1.3.2. Another cause is the Doppler
effect [82] produced by the relative motion between transmitter, receiver
and/or the environment5 . A carrier phase offset is also introduced by
the channel. Even in the case of an ideal channel with constant gain and
linear phase, the group delay introduces a constant phase offset between
the transmitted and received signals.
No carrier frequency offset was introduced in the simulations presented
in this chapter. Therefore, no carrier frequency recovery block was included in the simulation model. However, the phase recovery block is
necessary to correct the phase offset introduced by the channel model.
The phase recovery method employed in the simulation model is the
data-aided maximum-likelihood approach implemented in [57]. This
data-aided method requires the use of a preamble, which is explained in
Section 6.1.3.5. If a carrier frequency offset would be considered, several
techniques are already published for quadrature signals [12, 50, 76]. For
example, a Costas Loop is employed in the next chapter in the implementation of prototypes.
6.1.3.4 Frame Recovery

As already mentioned, the communication system for the in-battery communication operates in frame-based mode. Consequently, the receiver
must be capable of determining when a frame of information begins along
a stream of demodulated data. The end of the frame is then automatically
recognizable, since the frame length is known and constant. Again, a dataaided method is employed, taking advantage of the same preamble that is
used for the phase recovery. The frame recovery is done by permanently
correlating the received symbols with a local copy of the sent preamble.
Since this Simulink model operates with continuous transmission, the
design of the frame recovery block is considerably simplified. The distance between subsequent frames is the frame length, and it is known in
advance. The frame recovery block stores the received samples in a buffer,
5

Doppler effect is not considered for the wireless in-battery communication approach, as
already clarified in Section 5.2.
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whose length is twice the frame length in symbols. When the buffer is
full, the correlation between the first half of the buffer content and the
local copy of the preamble is performed. The begin of the next received
preamble along the buffer is determined by the position of the maximum
of the correlation. As the frames are sent subsequently, it is not necessary
to compare the maximum of this correlation with a threshold level. After
determining the beginning of the frame, the amount of symbols corresponding to the frame length is copied from this starting point and passed
to the next block. The first half of the buffer of the frame recovery block is
emptied, the second half copied to the first one, and the buffer is again
filled with the new received symbols, starting from its second half.
In a burst transmission mode, the result of the maximum of the correlation between the received data stream and the preamble copy must be
compared with a certain threshold level. In this way, it can be determined
whether a frame of information was really received or only noise from the
channel was demodulated while no information was sent. Also an automatic gain control (AGC) would be required as first stage of the receiver
chain in this case, in order to guarantee a correlation result independent
of the channel attenuation. A more sophisticated frame recovery block,
capable of working also in burst mode operation, was implemented for
the models employed by the rapid prototyping platforms. This block is
later introduced in Section 7.3.4.
6.1.3.5 Preamble

A preamble is a sequence of symbols that is sent at the beginning of
each frame and is known in advanced by the receiver. Sequences whose
auto-correlation function (ACF) have a similar course as the Dirac delta
function, i.e. high peak at τ = 0 and low sidelobes, are good candidates
to be used as a preamble [61]. Then, the preamble can be easily detected
at the receiver by performing the cross-correlation between the received
signal and the reference preamble, as previously explained.
Some classic binary codes that exhibit a proper statistical behavior to
be employed as preamble are Barker codes, maximum length sequences
(MLS) and Gold Codes. These binary codes originally are sequences containing zeros and ones. When the sequence is composed by -1s and +1s
-for example, passing the code through a BPSK modulator- the codes have
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the property that the peak of their auto-correlation function is equal to
their length. Then, the remaining side lobes of the auto-correlation take
much smaller values than the peak. The longer the sequence, the larger
is the relationship between the highest peak and the largest of the side
lobes, making the preamble detection at the receiver more robust. However, following (6.6), the larger the preamble, the lower the relationship
between RbN and Rb is, degrading the system performance. Therefore, a
compromise must be found for the preamble length.
The Barker codes have the best autocorrelation properties, since they have lower sidelobes that any other sequence of the same
lengths. However, sequences of this type only up to a length of 13 are
known [4, 7]. This can be short in real communication systems, where a
channel with a poor SNR and synchronization impairments can significantly degrade the performance of the correlation for the recognition of
the Barker code.
Barker Codes

The MLS are
bit sequences generated using linear feedback shift registers (LFSR). Being
m the length of the LFSR, the length of the corresponding MLS is 2m − 1,
because the state with all zeros does not occur [72]. One particular type of
MLS are pseudo noise codes (PN-codes). In order to generate a PN-code,
the LFSR must have a particular initial state, called generator polynomial,
according to its length .
Maximum Length Sequences and Pseudo Noise Codes

A set of Gold codes is generated by a mathematical combination of two MLS of the same length. A set containing 2m − 1 different
Gold codes of length 2m − 1 is generated with two MLS of length 2m − 1.
Each of these Gold codes has a good auto-correlation and also a good
cross-correlation property against the other codes of the same set. That
means, that the maximum of the cross-correlation with any other code is
much smaller than the maximum of the auto-correlation. This property
of Gold codes can be used for distinguishing the different participants
of a communication network by employing different Gold codes of the
same length as preambles. This is a big advantage in comparison with
PN-codes or Barker codes, since they have only one particular code for
Gold Codes
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each particular length. Gold codes are employed in telecommunications
for code division multiple access (CDMA) [25] and also in GPS [69].
If a BPSK modulation is used, then each
bit of the preamble code is converted into one symbol. However, this is
not the case for modulations with a higher M . The blocks that employ the
preamble, i.e. the phase and frame recovery blocks, operate with symbols
and not with bits. But the symbols generated from a modulated preamble with M > 2 do not follow the auto-correlation properties expected
from the preamble anymore. The adopted solution to this problem is to
repeat M -times each bit of the preamble code before its modulation and
to employ a Gray code for the symbol mapping in the modulator and
demodulator. Thus, every bit of the original preamble is converted into a
sub-group of M -times zeros or M -times ones. Each sub-group generates
one symbol after the modulator. The possible values which the output
of the modulator can adopt for these incoming sub-groups are exactly in
opposite positions (i.e. with a phase offset of 180◦ ) of the constellation at
the output of the modulator. Then, the obtained preamble symbols after
the modulation is always the same as the one of BPSK, independent of
the value of M .
A Barker code of 13 symbols was employed for the simulations of the
communication system in this chapter, since only one transmitter and one
receiver were simulated. Therefore, there is no necessity to distinguish
the participants.
Modulation of the Preamble

6.1.3.6 Demodulation and Frame Decoding

A simple QPSK demodulator with hard decision was employed for demodulation, converting the synchronized symbols into bits. As the frames
are already aligned after the frame recovery block, the frame decoder must
only discard the first bits of the frame that correspond to the preamble.
The remaining bits belong to the payload and are stored.
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Simulation of the Physical
Layer Performance

6.2.1 BER vs Eb /N0
The performance of a communication system is typically measured in
terms of the relationship between BER and Eb /N0 . The BER is the ratio
between the number of error bits at receiver and the number of received
bits. It follows the following equation:
BER =

#received error bits
,
#received bits

(6.8)

where the operator # means “number of”.
The transmitted and received bits of the payload must be saved and
compared to measure the BER. If the same bit sequence as the Barker code
appears by chance in the payload, the frame recovery block could wrongly
detect the beginning of the frame. This would significantly increase the
measured BER. In order to avoid the explained situation, the payload to
be transmitted is not randomly generated. Instead, the payload bits are
taken from the first bits of a PN-code which is longer than the payload.
In Simulink the parameter Eb /N0 can be set directly in the AWGN
block, in order to obtain the BER as a function of Eb /N0 . In this Section,
the results are presented considering only the case that the optimal carrier
frequency has been chosen, following the values of Table 5.2.
6.2.1.1 Results and Discussion

The BER vs Eb /N0 curves do not reflect the impact of the channel attenuation on the system performance. For example, if the case of two
channels with the same CTF form but with different average attenuation6
is considered, the simulation of the system performance will output the
same BER vs. Eb /N0 curve with both channels.
As explained before, the bandpass channels obtained with the optimal
center frequencies are almost flat in the considered bandwidth. Consequently, all the obtained BER vs. Eb /N0 curves are very similar to the
6

In a |CTF| in dB vs. frequency plot, this situation would be observed as two similar
traces but with a vertical offset.
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theoretical curve of QPSK within an AWGN channel, since the communication system does not suffer from ISI. As an example, Fig. 6.3 shows the
Eb /N0 curves of the worst cases with PIFA and helix antennas under the
architecture 1M-4S.
The BER vs. Eb /N0 curves are normally useful, for example, for the
evaluation of the influence of one receiver component (e.g. different synchronization techniques) or an impairment in the communication system
(e.g. a frequency offset between transmitter and receiver). However, these
curves alone do not provide much useful information if we compare the
performance of the system in different channels, because different transmit signal power is employed in each case, in order to obtain the same
Eb /N0 value at each receiver. Therefore, the next section introduces a new
test procedure which was employed to analyze the performance of the
proposed system.

6.2.2 BER vs. Transmission Power
It was proved with the channel characterization and the BER vs. Eb /N0
curves that a single-carrier system with QPSK modulation and the proper
synchronization techniques is capable of a good quality transmission at
values of Eb /N0 below 10 dB, even without employing a channel equalizer
at the receiver. This accomplished the first goal of this chapter, that was
the design of the transmitter and receiver architectures. The second aim
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Figure 6.3: BER vs. Eb /N0 curves for the worst case of the simulated channels with helix
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was to estimate the necessary signal power at the transmitter, in order to
ensure the minimum required BER.
The transmission power (PTx ) for a particular energy pro bit at the
transmitter is obtained as
PTx = Eb(Tx) · Bsym = Eb(Tx) ·

fs
sps

(6.9)

where Eb(Tx) is the energy per bit at the transmitter and, as previously
said, fs is the sampling frequency and sps the amount of samples per
symbol. Then, by knowing the CTF and the architecture of transmitter,
the relationship between Eb(Tx) and Eb(Rx) is [104]
Eb(Tx) =

Eb(Rx)
1
2
K

·

Pk=K−1
k=0

HTxF [k] · Hch(i,l) [k]

2

(6.10)

where Eb(Rx) is the energy per bit at the receiver (also known simply as
Eb ), Hch(i,l) [k] is the discrete channel frequency response, HTxF [k] is the
discrete frequency response of the transmit filter, and K is the length of
the HTxF [k] and Hch(i,l) [k]7 . Taking (6.10) into account, the BER vs. Eb /N0
can be easily converted into BER vs. (Eb /N0 )(Tx) 8 curves by dividing the
values of the Eb /N0 –axis by the denominator of (6.10). When many curves
obtained from different channels are plotted together into the same graph
the conversion of horizontal axis values must be carried out independently
for each curve, according to the corresponding channel. This displacement
depends on the channel attenuation: A vertical displacement in the CTF
in decibels produces the same displacement in decibels in the horizontal
direction of the BER vs. (Eb /N0 )(Tx) graph.
6.2.2.1 Results and Discussion

Following the procedure explained below, the BER vs. (Eb /N0 )(Tx) curves
were obtained for each of the four simulated architectures with both types
of antennas. Due to the large number of results, only the best and worst
cases for each architecture and antenna type are plotted.
7
8

If HTxF [k] and Hch(i,l) [k] have different lengths, the shorter must be interpolated in order
to have the same length of the largest.
Energy per bit at the transmitter to noise power spectral density ratio.
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Figure 6.4: BER vs. (Eb /N0 )(Tx) curves simulated for the channels with helix or

PIF-Antennas in the small battery emulator. References: (b) = best case, (w) = worst case
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The results are shown in Fig. 6.4(a) for the helix antenna in the first
frequency sub-range, and in Fig. 6.4(b) for the PIFA in the third frequency sub-range. The difference in performance when employing different antennas (at different frequencies) and when changing the amount
and/or position of this antennas is clearly observable with the BER vs.
(Eb /N0 )(Tx) curves. Some conclusions can be drawn by analyzing the
results:
In most cases, a higher (Eb /N0 )(Tx) is required to achieved the
same BER when the amount of antennas increases, i.e. the system
performance decreases. The reason is that the energy of the
transmitted signal is radiated along the entire emulator and shared
by all antennas.
The performance at higher frequencies is better than at lower
frequencies, when the cases with the same amount of antennas are
compared. The helix antennas required in every architecture an
(Eb /N0 )(Tx) between 5 dB and 20 dB higher than the PIFAs to
achieve the desired BER< 10−3 . The (Eb /N0 )(Tx) required in the
worst case of all scenarios is 31.95 dB with PIFAs and 49.10 dB with
helix antennas.
The difference in (Eb /N0 )(Tx) between the best and worst case is
bigger with helix antennas in most scenarios.
The required (Eb /N0 )(Tx) in every case to achieve the BER of 10−3 can be
obtained from the curves in Fig. 6.4(a) and 6.4(b). Then, following (6.9),
the power transmission can be also obtained as
PTx = (Eb /N0 )(Tx) · N0 ·

fs
.
sps

(6.11)

N0 was calculated with (5.1) in Section 5.3. Table 6.1 shows the results.
Since the same N0 value is used in both frequency sub-ranges, the same
conclusions as from the BER vs. (Eb /N0 )(Tx) curves can be drawn for
the required transmission power, when comparing the values of required
transmission power for different amounts of antennas and different frequency sub-ranges. But additionally, these results prove that the required
transmission power is very small in every case: The worst case at lower
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frequencies is 363 pW (−64.41 dBm) and 6.98 pW (−81.56 dBm) at higher
frequencies.
Table 6.1: Necessary (Eb /N0 )(Tx) and PTx for a BER = 10

Freq.
subrange
Helix

Third
(PIFA)

6.3

Architecture
1M-4S
1M-8S
1M-16S
1M-30S
1M-4S
1M-8S
1M-16S
1M-30S

(Eb /N0 )(Tx) [dB]
best
worst
21.36
27.82
23.29
41.66
27.82
43.63
25.16
49.09
16.22
16.69
17.10
21.82
20.09
28.77
20.73
31.94

−3

(without channel coding).

PTx [dBm]
best
worst
-92.15 -85.68
-90.21 -71.84
-85.68 -69.87
-88.34 -64.41
-97.28 -96.81
-96.41 -91.68
-93.41 -84.73
-92.78 -81.56

Description of the MAC Layer

6.3.1 Channel Access Method: TDMA
The channel access method is the technique employed to allow many
devices to transfer and/or receive information over the same shared communication medium. There are several types of channel access methods,
but most of them can be placed in one of the four next categories [22, 58]:
Time division multiple access (TDMA): It is based on time-division
multiplexing (TDM). The communication process is organized in
cycles with a particular duration. Each transmitter has a particular
time slot assigned along this cycle, in which it must transmit its
information. Consequently, the transmitters are not allowed to
transfer information at the same time.
Frequency division multiple access (FDMA): It is based on
frequency-division multiplexing (FDM). The complete spectrum
allocated for the communication is divided into narrower
frequency sub-bands, which are assigned to the different
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transmitters. The transmitters can send information at the same
time.
Code division multiple access (CDMA): It is based on spread
spectrum. The transmitters share the frequency band and are
allowed to transmit simultaneously by employing different
orthogonal spreading codes.
Space division multiple access (SDMA): Each transmitter transfers
information in different physical areas or in different physical
directions.
When deciding the channel access method for the IntLiIon project, SDMA
was automatically discarded, since the master and slaves share the same
physical area: The battery. TDMA is the access method employed in
the state-of-the-art BMSs that employ CAN bus. In order to allow an
easier transition between the current implemented technologies and the
new ones coming from the IntLiIon project, it was decided to continue
employing TDMA as channel medium access technique. A scheme of
TDMA is shown in Fig. 6.5.
Frequency
Time slot 1
Time slot 2

...

Cycle

Time slot N
Time slot 1
Guard Interval
Time slot 2

...

Time

System
bandwidth

Figure 6.5: Scheme of TDMA [36]
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6.3.2 Communication Protocol
The battery communication network has a master-slave architecture, as
already explained in Section 1.2, where the BCU is the master and either
the modules or the cells are the slaves. Each communication cycle must
begin with a requirement from the master, to which each slave must
respond in its assigned time slot. The information that the slaves send
to the master in the battery communication network is always the same:
Temperature and voltage data from the cell sensors9 . The periodicity with
which this information must be transferred is also constant and it must be
kept always shorter than the latency requirements given in Section 1.4.
The two physical variables that must be transmitted, temperature and
voltage, have two clearly different latency requirements: 100 ms for the
first one and 10 ms for the second one. Transferring both variables every
100 ms would not meet the requirement on the voltage latency. Sending
this information every 10 ms would mean a very large amount of unnecessary information, because the variation of the temperature with the
time is much slower. Hence, the communication process in the battery
network in this wireless approach is organized in cycles and sub-cycles
[106]. Along one sub-cycle, the BCU (master) must receive the voltage
information of every cell in the battery. Therefore, the maximum duration
of one sub-cycle is 10 ms. Along one cycle, the BCU must receive the
temperature information of every cell, so the duration of a cycle is limited
to 100 ms.
The relationship between the duration of a cycle and a sub-cycle is
a factor of 10, similar to the number of cells that one module typically
contains. Hence, the adopted solution was to send in each sub-cycle the
voltage information of every cell in the battery, and the temperature information of one cell per module. The cell in the module whose temperature
is transferred varies in each sub-cycle.
Ncm being the number of cells in a module and Nm being the number of
modules in the battery, in each sub-cycle the voltage values of Nm · Ncm
cells (the total amount of cells in the battery) and the temperature of Nm
cells must be sent. Then, a cycle must be composed of Ncm sub-cycles.
After a complete cycle, the BCU receives the temperature values of the
9

More information is expected to be transferred in a real automotive battery. For example,
emergency messages. However, this was not considered in the IntLiIon project.
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Nm · Ncm cells in the battery. Between time slots there is always a time
guard interval to avoid the overlapping between frames transmitted in
subsequent time slots, in case of timing offsets between the communication devices.
The information that each communication device (master or slave)
transmits along a time slot receives the name of frame. However, the
information transferred by master and slaves is not the same.
It was decided that the first time slot of the every communication sub-cycle is assigned to the master, which sends a frame
addressed to all slaves, i.e. a broadcast frame. This frame is intended to
be used by the slaves for synchronization: They know in advance the time
slot that has been assigned to them, so this time slot is used as an offset
value from the beginning of each sub-cycle. This would solve problems
with small timing offsets between the different slaves. This is important,
since the BMS must be able to operate continuously for long periods of
time. The master frame must not actually transfer any information to
the slave. It must be only detected. Therefore, this frame contains only a
preamble.
Master Frame

Slave Frame

The slave frames have the following structure:

Preamble: It is employed for the frame synchronization and as
training sequence for the estimation of timing and phase offsets, as
explained in Section 6.1.3.5
Address: It is used in the MAC layer for identifying the slaves
Payload: It represents the information transmitted, i.e. voltage
and/or temperature of cells
Regarding the identification of the slaves, other two alternatives to
distinguish the transmitter of each frame instead of the address could
be that every slave uses a different preamble or checking the time slot at
which each frame was received at the master.
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In a cell-wise communication, there must be
a total of Nm · Ncm + 1 time slots. Nm · Ncm − Nm slaves transfer only
the voltage values in their time slots. The length of each of these frame’s
payloads is 14 bits. The remaining slaves (Nm ) send both voltage and
temperature values, employing 25 bits for the payload.
Cell-Wise Communication

There are Nm + 1 time slots per sub-cycle
in a module-wise communication. Each of the Nm slaves transfers the
Ncm voltage values and one temperature value in each frame. Then, the
length of the frames is (14 ·Ncm + 11) bits.
In the IntLiIon project it was decided to give priority to the module-wise
communication, since less modems are required. These devices would
be even simpler, because the communication channel is less frequencyselective with a smaller number of antennas. Therefore, only a modulewise communication is implemented by means of rapid prototyping platforms in Chapter 7. The communication protocol for module-wise communication is shown in Fig. 6.6.
Module-Wise Communication

TDMA Cycle
TDMA Subcycle

Master Frame Ncm + 1

...

Slave Frame Nm

Slave Frame 2

Slave Frame 1

... ...

Master Frame Ncm

Slave Frame Nm

Slave Frame 2

Slave Frame 1

Master Frame 1

Time Slot

Time

Figure 6.6: Scheme of the communication protocol for module-wise communication
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Prototyping of the
Communication System

One of the main goals of the IntLiIon project was the development of
a demonstrator for the wireless data transmission within an automotive battery. The demonstrator must be composed by the propagation
environment represented by the same testbed (channel emulator plus
antennas) as employed for the measurements, as well as the prototypes
of the modems used for the wireless communication. The testbed was
already explained and employed in previous chapters and, therefore, the
current chapter focuses on the implementation of the modem prototypes.
The chosen rapid prototyping devices for the development of the modems
were off-the-shelf software-defined radio (SDR) platforms.
This chapter starts with a brief introduction to the topic of prototyping
by means of SDR platforms and explains which platform models and software framework were employed. Then, it concentrates on the explanation
of the complete implementation of the physical and MAC layers of the
communication system, as well as the performance evaluation carried out
by means of simulations and measurements.

7.1

Prototyping with Software Defined Radio

7.1.1 Software Defined Radio Platforms
An SDR platform is a flexible radio frequency hardware that performs
the typical tasks required to convert a high frequency analog signal into
a digital baseband signal and/or vice versa. Basically, an SDR platform
carries out in hardware the tasks of the digital transceiver described in
Section 6.1, with exception of the baseband signal processing. This is
carried out by an embedded system, such as a microprocessor, a field
programmable gate array (FPGA), or a digital signal processor (DSP). This
embedded system is either included in the SDR platform or in a host
computer connected to the SDR platform. An ideal SDR platform should
be able to operate over a large range of frequencies, possess a flexible
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bandwidth, transmit and receive signals within a wide dynamic range,
while maintaining spurious-free operation [59, 63].

7.1.2 Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP)
The Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) is a family of softwaredefined radio platforms [89]. It can be programmed with different environments such as GNU Radio, LabView or Matlab/Simulink. GNU
Radio was employed in this work, since it was not possible to operate
under real-time conditions at the desired sampling rate with commercial
computers under Labview or Matlab/Simulink.
The model employed during this work for the prototyping of the communication system was the USRP N210. This model operates together
with a host computer. The main electronic board of the USRP, called
motherboard, includes an FPGA, which controls the ADC and DAC, and
handles the communication with the host computer via Ethernet. The
host computer and the FPGA interchanges digital samples in baseband
as complex values. The USRP N210 must be equipped with the so-called
daughterboards, which are the front ends needed for down- and upconversion and filtering. By using different daughterboards, the USRP
can operate in different frequency ranges from 0 Hz to 6 GHz. Some of
the most important technical characteristics of the N210 are [75, 89]:
FPGA: Xilinx Spartan 3A-DSP 3400
100 MSps dual ADC
400 MSps dual DAC
Stream transfer up to 50 Msps to and from host computer with
8-bit samples, or up to 25 Msps with 16-bit samples.
The driver employed as interface between the USRP and the host computer is called USRP Hardware Driver (UHD).
7.1.2.1 Burst Transmission with USRPs

Not only the physical layer but also the MAC layer were developed with
USRPs. These devices offer a simple alternative to operate in burst transmission mode, which is required for the implementation of the TDMA
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protocol for the MAC layer. This burst transmission is controlled by
means of special stream tags.
A stream tag, also known only as tag, is a piece of metadata that
is transmitted together and synchronized with a sample. Tags propagate
through the flow graph between blocks and always in the same direction
as the streams [52, 53, 88]. A tag can contain several fields with different
information. Some examples of these fields are [53]:
Tag:

Key: Used by the blocks for the identification of the tag
Source: Specifies the block that originated the tag
Offset: Specifies the sample position of the tag in a stream
Value: Contains a certain piece of information that is transferred
A USRP must accurately know its local time
for a burst transmission in order to send the burst at the desired moment
(time slot). This can be done based on a special types of tags included in
the UHD and generated by the USRP Source and USRP Sink blocks. When
a USRP Source starts a stream transfer, it sends an rx_time tag together
with the first stream. This occurs when a flow graph starts its execution
or after a change in the center frequency of the USRP. This tag contains
the current local time of the USRP associated to this USRP Source when
this first stream is received. Then, as the sampling frequency of the USRP
is known, the local time of the USRP can be updated when a new stream
is received by the USRP Source. The product of the sampling time and
the amount of received samples must be added to the last calculated time.
Another possibility to obtain the local time of the USRP is to synchronize
it with its host computer’s local time. A problem with this alternative
arises when many USRPs must operate synchronized but each of them is
controlled by a different computer. The computers can be synchronized by
the network time protocol (NTP). However, the inaccuracy of this protocol,
typically in the order of the milliseconds, is extremely big compared to the
symbol duration of the transmitted signals. Therefore, the first alternative,
based on the calculation of the USRP’s local time by means of the rx_time
tag, is preferred.
Local Time of the USRP:
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A data stream can be transmitted as a burst by an
USRP Sink at a particular instant of time when the stream contains the
following tags:
Burst Transmission:

tx_sob1 : It is placed at the first sample of the burst
tx_eob2 : It is located at the last sample of the burst
tx_time: It is also placed at the first sample and indicates at which
time the burst must be sent
When the USRP Sink receives a stream with these tags, the associated
USRP starts to work as transmitter at the time indicated by tx_time. When
the sample with the tag tx_eob is received by the USRP Sink, the transmission stops and the USRP changes to receiver mode. That means, that
the USRP operates always as receiver, except when it must send a tagged
burst. In this way, the USRP can work very easily in a half-duplex way.
When the WBX (the one used in the demonstrator) or SBX daughterboards
are employed, the port used for this operating mode is the Tx/Rx port,
because the Rx2 port can operate only as receiver [89].

7.1.3 GNU Radio
GNU Radio is a free software development toolkit licensed under the
GNU General Public License (GPL). It provides signal processing runtime and processing blocks designed for the implementation of signal
processing systems and software defined radios [78]. It can be used only
as a simulation environment or, combined with the appropriate hardware
platforms, for fast prototyping of software defined radios. The blocks
can be connected between them, forming signal flowgraphs that can be
executed as programs. The flowgraphs, as well as the signal processing
blocks, can be written in Python or C++. The last one is normally preferred for time-critical signal processing tasks. A graphical user interface,
called GNU Radio Companion, is offered for simplifying and boosting the
design of signal flowgraphs with GNU Radio and generating flowgraph
source code [28].
1
2

sob: start of burst
eob: end of burst

7.2 Demonstrator of the Wireless In-Battery Communication
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Figure 7.1: Photo of the demonstrator, with the emulator with the top cover removed

7.2

Demonstrator of the Wireless
In-Battery Communication

The aim of using rapid prototyping platforms was to test the proposed
communication system in a real environment, instead of only by means of
simulations. As in the previous chapters, the small channel emulator was
employed as testbed for the demonstrator. The antennas employed were
the customized helix versions under the configuration 1M-4S. The same
enumeration of the slaves applies for this demonstrator. By using these
antennas, it was possible to measure the signals inside the emulator in
the time-domain employing an off-the-shelf mixed domain oscilloscope
(MDO), which has a maximum bandwidth of 1 GHz. Fig. 7.1 shows a
photo of the demonstrator without the top cover. As before, the emulator
was always closed during the measurements.
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The CTFs between master and slaves were measured with a VNA. They
are shown in Fig. 7.2. The optimal center frequency obtained by means of
the algorithm from Section 5.4 was 402.5 MHz.
During the measurements, two of the antennas were connected to
USRPs emulating the communication modems. One USRP was the master
and the second one acted as slave, connected to the position S2. The slave
antenna S1 was connected to a MDO, in order to observe the signals inside
the emulator either in time or frequency domain. In some measurements,
the slave S4 was connected to a third USRP in order to test the system
with a second slave at the same time. The antenna in the position S3 was
terminated with a 50 Ω load, as well as the antenna in the position S4
when no third USRP was employed.
The results presented in this work with the demonstrator were obtained
with antennas for the first frequency sub-range, i.e. for frequencies below
700 MHz. Therefore, the USRPs were equipped with the WBX daughterboards. These allow an operating frequency range from 50 MHz to
2200 MHz with a maximum bandwidth of 40 MHz [89]. The demonstrator
could also operate in the third frequency sub-range employing the SBX
daughterboards (from 400 MHz until 4400 MHz).
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Figure 7.2: Measurement of the CTFs between master and slaves in the small emulator with

the customized helix antennas
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Implementation of the Physical Layer

For the implementation of the physical layer without the MAC layer, the
communication system consists of three main components: The transmitter, the channel (which includes the noise source) and the receiver. Fig.
7.3 shows a block diagram of the implementation. There is one shaded
component: The Burster. This is only required in burst transmission mode,
but not in continuous transmission mode.
The transmitter and receiver are explained in detail below. First, only
the case without channel coding is explained. Then, channel coding and
its two components, encoder and decoder, are separately explained in
Section 7.5.

7.3.1 Modem configuration
As in the system design for simulations in Section 6.1, QPSK was employed as modulation technique. If the amount of samples per symbol
would be set to four, the sampling frequency of the USRP should be set
to 4 MHz for a bit rate of 2 Mbps. However, 4 MHz is not a valid sampling frequency for the USRP. Therefore, a sampling frequency of 5 MHz
was chosen. In order to obtain the desired bit rate of 2 Mbps, a upsampling factor of five was set at the transmitter, and the same value for the
downsampling factor at the receiver. The center frequency of the both
transmitter and receiver was set to the optimal value, i.e. 402.5 MHz.

7.3.2 Transmitter
The digital transmitter is responsible for generating the information
frames, as well as the modulation and pulse shaping of the signal to
be transmitted.
7.3.2.1 Frames Generator

The frame structure employed for the prototyping of the physical layer
is the same as the one explained for frame slaves in module-wise communication in Section 6.3.2, since only module-wise communication is
considered for prototyping.
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A length of 64 symbols (128 bits) was empirically chosen for
the preamble. Through simulations it turned out that a preamble of 32
symbols or less was not enough to ensure a proper performance, since the
amount of lost frames increased considerably. A preamble longer than 64
symbols did not improve the performance.
Gold codes were chosen as preambles, allowing the use of different
codes but with the same length. The implementation of TDMA takes
advantage of this issue in order to distinguish the master frames from
the slave frames. This decreases the possibility that a slave confuses the
beginning of a slave frame with the beginning of a master frame, which
represents the start of a new sub-cycle.
Preamble:

An address of one byte allows the generation of 256 different
addresses. Since the amount of modules in a battery is typically much
smaller, a reduced set of valid address can be employed but with the
possibility to increase the Hamming distance between them.
Address:

Generation
of Frames

Modulation und Pulse Shaping

Burster

Channel

Transmitter (Tx)

Phase and Timing
Estimation

Phase
Synchronization

Timing Synchronization
& Matched Filter

Demodulator

Phase and Timing
Estimation

Frame Decoder

Automatic
Gain Control

Data Sink

Receiver (Rx)

Figure 7.3: Scheme of the physical layer implementation for continuous (without Burster)

and burst transmission modes, without channel coding
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The length of the frame’s payload is (14 · Ncm + 11) bits. Ncm
is typically between 8 and 14. That means, that the length of the payload
would be between 123 and 207 bits, i.e. 16 and 26 bytes. A length of 20
bytes was employed. In this implementation, to the case of the Simulink
model, the payload information was generated by means of a PN-code.
The complete frame is generated with a Vector Source block in GNU
Radio. A Head block is also used, in order to terminate the execution
of the flow graph after a fixed amount of frames. This is important for
the automation of the BER measurements. Otherwise, the flow graph
executes continuously until it is manually terminated.
Payload:

7.3.2.2 Modulator and Pulse Shaping

In GNU Radio, both modulation and pulse shaping are carried out by
the block Constellation Modulator. There, QPSK was set as modulation
technique, Gray code as mapping method, and RRC as filtering technique,
with an upsampling factor of five and a roll-off of 0.35.
7.3.2.3 Burster

The Burster is only necessary for the burst transmission mode. This
block must be removed in case of continuous transmission. Two different
alternatives were designed as Bursters. The first and simplest one has
been only employed in simulations of the physical layer. The second one
works only together with a transmitter USRP. In every case, each sent
burst stores the information corresponding to one frame.
This Burster consists of a multiplexer (Mux
block in GNU Radio). This block has two inputs for streams, which are
serially concatenated at its output. The amount of samples to be taken
from each input for the generation of an output stream is set individually.
The data frame is connected to one input. A Null Source, which continuously outputs a stream containing zeros, is connected to the other input.
The amount of zeros that is placed between successive frames is chosen
according to the desired time separation between frames.
Burster for Simulations:
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Burster for Measurements with USRPs: The task of the Burster is to
properly tag each stream with the tags explained in Section 7.1.2: tx_time,
tx_sob, and tx_eob. Two different blocks were designed to act as Bursters:
Master Frame Tagger and Slave Frame Tagger. The first one is employed
as Burster in the transmitter in burst mode of the physical layer, as well
as in the master in the TDMA implementation. The second one is the
Burster in the slaves in TDMA. Therefore, only the Master Frame Tagger is
explained in this section. The Slave Frame Tagger is explained in Section
7.6.3.

The parameters to be set in this block are the
length of the stream to be transmitted and the transmission periodicity.
Every time that a frame is transferred, the Master Frame Tagger block
tags the next frame. The tx_sob and the tx_eob tags are placed at the start
and end of the new frame, respectively. The addition of the time at which
the last frame was sent and the time interval between successive frames
is loaded into the tx_time tag.
The Master Frame Tagger is based on the Packed Pad and Burst Tagger
blocks from the out-of-tree module gr-foo [5]. The Burst Tagger block
looks continuously for a specific tag, whose name (Key) must be set in the
block properties. When this tag is found, the Value of this tag corresponds
to the burst length, and its position (obtained by the offset field) is the
beginning of the burst. Then, the Burst Tagger tags the burst with the
tx_sob and the tx_eob at the corresponding samples. Packed Pad is a
block capable of adding a tag at a particular sample along a stream. For
the implementation of the Master Frame Tagger, the Burst Tagger block
was used as starting point, but its source code was modified by adding a
function (copied from the source code of the Packed Pad to add a tx_time
tag to the first sample of the burst, together with the tx_sob tag.
The Master Frame Tagger was implemented as a synchronous block.
That means, that the sampling rate of the output signal is the same as
for the input signal. The following parameters must be set in the Master
Frame Tagger block:
Master Frame Tagger:

Tag Name: ID of the tag that is searched for at the beginning of the
frame and whose value parameter contains the length of the burst
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Multiplier: This value indicates the amount of samples per bit. The
length of the burst would be the product of the value of the
Multiplier and the value parameter of the tag at the beginning of
the frame. In the designed model, this value is one
Time between Bursts: The time (period) between two subsequent
bursts, in seconds
Initial Delay: The time which passes until the Master Frame Tagger
sends the first burst.
The Master Frame Tagger, as well as the Slave Frame Tagger, cannot
be used in a simulation in GNU Radio without the USRPs, since its
functioning requires tx_time tag, which is generated by the UHD.

7.3.3 Communication Channel
Two different cases must be considered for the channel: When the system is only simulated (without USRPs) and when the system is tested
with USRPs. In case of a simulation, a baseband equivalent model of
the channel is employed for simulating the effects of the channel. The
channel is implemented by a FIR filter in a similar way as in Simulink,
employing the Channel Model block from GNU Radio. The coefficients of
this channel model are also obtained in the same way as for the Simulink
model. However, in this case the baseband equivalent was obtained from
the channel measured in the emulator with the VNA.
The small channel emulator with five self-costumized helix antennas
was employed for the performance measurements with the USRP, as
previously explained in Section 7.2.
A frequency offset of around 30 Hz was measured between the SDR
platforms oscillators. This value was employed for the simulation of the
system in GNU Radio, also by using the Channel Model block.

7.3.4 Receiver
The digital receiver reads the sampled signal, converts it into bits, and
decodes the received frames.
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7.3.4.1 Automatic Gain Control

The AGC is necessary because the next block requires a constant signal
power at its input for an appropriate functioning. At the moment of the
development of this model, there were several AGC models available in
the libraries of GNU Radio. Most of them presented a good performance
in a continuous transmission mode, but not under burst transmission. A
new AGC block was developed, employing a moving average algorithm.
This block performed properly in both transmission modes.
7.3.4.2 Timing and Carrier Synchronization

As it was explained in Sections 6.1.3.2 and 6.1.3.3, there are several reasons
for a timing and phase desynchronization. The proper timing and phase
of the received symbols must be recovered in order to ensure a good
performance.
There are several ways to correct these offsets very accurately with
the USRPs. For example, by means of GPS modules or a physical wired
connection between the platforms with an off-the-shelf so-called multiple
input multiple output (MIMO) cable [20]. Nevertheless, these alternatives
were not considered for the prototyping of the communication system.
GPS modules could not be employed inside an automotive battery, due to
the shielding of the metallic housing, and also because the costs would
increase. A physical connection between the communication modems for
the synchronization would be also completely senseless, because avoiding
additional wiring is the main target of the IntLiIon project. Therefore, the
synchronization of the platforms must be done in the digital domain, i.e.
at software level.
The timing and carrier
synchronization is implemented by two blocks already available in GNU
Radio: Polyphase Clock Sync [31, 43] for the timing and Costas Loop [12]
for the carrier. Both blocks are capable of estimating and correcting the
timing and phase offset of the received signal.
However, both blocks require a certain amount of samples to converge
to an offset estimation. Since the lack of synchronization between SDR
platforms is bigger than between transmitter and receiver in the simulaBlocks for Timing and Carrier Synchronization:
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tions due to the already explained reasons, the preamble must be longer
than in the simulations of Chapter 6. This is particularly important in
burst transmission mode: If the preamble is not long enough, then the
system would not be yet properly synchronized when the first samples
of the payload are received. This would lead to a decrease in the system
performance.
In order to accomplish a faster estimation of the timing and phase
offsets and decrease the required length of the preamble, a Correlation
Estimator block can be employed. This block is placed before the synchronization recovery blocks and it correlates the received streams with a
copy of the transmitted preamble. The absolute value of the correlation is
normalized. One is the maximum value and null the minimum value. A
threshold value must be set between these two values. When the absolute
value of the correlation’s maximum peak exceeds the threshold, the block
assumes that a preamble was detected. The Correlation Estimator calculates the timing and phase offset between the received and the transmitted
preamble. This information is added by means of tags to the first sample
of the detected frame. Next, the Polyphase Clock Sync and the Costas
Loop use the estimated timing and phase offsets, respectively, as initial
conditions. In this way, both can converge faster to an accurate estimation.
It has been observed in [106, 119]
that without the Correlation Estimator and with the frame length of 128
bits, the system can still work in continuous transmission mode. However,
the first frames are almost completely wrongly decoded, because the
offset-estimation does not converge in time. On the other hand, the
frames are always completely incorrectly decoded without the Correlation
Estimator in burst transmission mode: After one frame is received, there
is only noise in the channel and the synchronization blocks are completely
incapable of reaching a good estimation along the preamble length. Thus,
the first samples of the payload are not properly synchronized. As the
final target of the communication system prototype is to implement a
TDMA system based on burst transmissions, the Correlation Estimator
must be always included.
An important issue with the Correlation Estimator was observed: When
the tag produced by the Correlation Estimator propagates through the
Issue with the Correlation Estimator:
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Polyphase Clock Sync, which downsamples the signal, the tag does not
propagate anymore in the correct location, i.e. at the beginning of the
frame. The offset between the new position of the tag and the right one
is normally only a small amount of samples but it varies from frame to
frame. Hence, it cannot be compensated by a constant shift of the frame.
Due to the offset, the Costas Loop applies the phase correction to the
frame from a wrong sample position, which is equivalent to a time shifting in the arrival of the frame. This produces an offset in the estimated
phase. The Costas Loop is capable of correcting this phase offset but it
cannot solve the π2 - ambiguity of the QPKS modulation anymore. The
solution proposed in [106] is to employ a differential enconding in the
modulation, i.e. differential QPSK (DQPSK) instead of QPSK. The differential enconding produces, however, a decrease in the BER performance
of the system [72]. In the case of the continuous transmission, there is
an additional consequence of this wrong tag position: The correction of
the Costas Loop block is not applied within one frame, but also on some
symbols in the previous or the next frame. All these last symbols are
wrongly synchronized. Due to the differential encoding, only two of them
may be wrongly demodulated. This causes, however, a systematic error,
which allows the system to operate only up to minimum BER. Therefore,
in [106] it has been even observed that for continuous transmission, the
system works better even without a Correlation Estimator, specially for
high Eb /N0 at the receiver.
The interchange of the position of the Costas
Loop and Polyphase Clock Sync blocks did not improve the BER performance. A new solution found to the described problem was the addition
of a second Correlation Estimator block to the GNU Radio model, between the Polyphase Clock Sync and the Costas Loop, as it is shown in
Fig. 7.3. In this way, the Costas Loop receives a tag that is placed in the
proper position and does not suffer from the problem of π2 - ambiguity
anymore with this modification. Thus, the system is capable of working
with a normal QPSK modulation instead of DQPSK.
New Proposed Solution:
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7.3.4.3 Demodulation and Frame Decoding

The demodulation is carried out by a Costellation Decoder block. This
has the same parameter configuration as the Costellation Modulator at
the transmitter. After the Costellation Decoder, the GNU Radio model
works at bit level.
The next block is the self-designed TDMA Frame Decoder It detects and
interprets the frame, i.e. it regroups the frame bits into the components of
the frame structure: preamble, address, and payload.
The frame decoder must first find the
frame preamble. In the first version of the frame decoder, as it was
presented in [106] and [119], the detection was carried out only at bit
level. The Correlate Access Code - Tag from GNU Radio was employed
to achieve this. This last block compares the input bit stream bit with a
predefined bit combination. If the Hamming distance between them is
smaller than a configurable threshold, the preamble is detected. However,
the Correlate Access Code - Tag block can correlate the received stream
with a maximum of 64 bits, that is half the length of the preamble. The
last 64 bits of the preamble are used for the correlation, since the symbols
that correspond to first 64 bits are normally not perfectly synchronized,
and the possibility of wrong decoded bits in this half is higher that in the
second half.
Frame Decoder without Trigger:

This is a second and enhanced version of
the frame decoder and it is the one employed for the tests in this work.
The TDMA Frame Decoder is triggered by the Correlator Estimator. That
means, the frame decoder looks for the preamble in the current data
stream only if the tag from the Correlator Estimator is found along this
data stream. This increases the reliability of the system, due to redundancy.
Besides, the correlation at the Correlator Estimator is performed at a
symbol level, what it is more robust than a correlation at bit level3 . The
reason why the correlation at bit level is still used is that, even when
Frame Decoder with Trigger:

3

The correlation at symbol level is more robust because the ratio between the maximum
of the correlation and the highest side lobe is bigger than with a correlation at bit level.
And additionally, because the correlation at symbol level employs the entire preamble,
and at bit level only the second half.
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employing two Correlator Estimator blocks, it was observed that there is
still a possibility that the tag inserted by the second Correlator Estimator
is placed in the wrong sample. The probability of such a constellation is
very low but it would have a critical consequence in the frame decoding if
there was no correlation at bit level: An offset of only one sample (which
in this case equals one symbol) would produce a wrong decoding of a
complete frame.
The preamble is removed once it is detected by the Correlate Access
Code - Tag block. Then, the next byte, that corresponds to the address, is
analyzed. It is compared to all available addresses, and the most similar,
i.e. the one with the smallest Hamming distance, is chosen as received
address. Finally, the TDMA Frame Decoder was designed to react to the
frames received from a particular address, which is given as one of the
block parameters. Then, if the received address is the same as the one
set in the TDMA Frame Decoder, the address is removed from the frame
and the remaining information, i.e. the payload, is transferred to the
next block of the flow graph. If the addresses are not equal, the frame is
discarded.
After the TDMA Frame Decoder, a Data Sink is placed. This block, the
last one of the receiver flow graph, stores the received payload bits in a
file for the offline post-processing.

7.4

Channel Coding

The aim of channel coding is to increase the quality of data transmission
by error detection and correction. The cost of channel coding is a decrease
in the net bit rate of information bits, since the amount of bits to be
transmitted raises without increasing the received information bits after
decoding. Furthermore, the cost of the implementation (hardware and/or
software) also increases. Normally, there are two different approaches
when implementing channel coding: Either the gross bit rate increases
keeping the net bit rate constant or the gross bit rate remains constant
and the net bit rate decreases. In this project, the second alternative
was chosen, since the required gross bit rate of 2 Mbps was originally
oversized to allow channel coding.
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7.4.1 Selection of the Channel Coding Technique
There is extense available literature about channel coding techniques, as
for example [44, 70, 72]. In the framework of this project, no new channel
coding was developed. The suitability of two channel coding techniques
for the wireless in-battery approach was investigated in [112]: BCH codes
and convolutional codes. BCH codes were taken as a representative case
of block codes. They were chosen among other analyzed block code
techniques, due to their good compromise between performance and complexity. However, convolutional codes were found to be a more suitable
alternative for the module-wise case of the in-battery communication in
this work. They require a much lower complexity for the frame length under consideration. Therefore, convolutional code was the only alternative
implemented with the rapid prototyping platforms.

7.4.2 Convolutional Codes
Convolutional codes are generated by passing a sequence of information
bits through a LFSR. The LFSR consists of an input of k bits, a length of L
stages (each of them of k bits), and n linear algebraic function generators
[72]. A convolutional encoder generates an output sequence of n bits for
each input sequence of k bits. In the framework of convolutional codes,
L is denoted as constraint length. The code rate R is the ratio between
information bits (bits at the input of the encoder) and transferred bits (bits
at the output of the encoder). It is calculated as
R=

n
k

(7.1)

for convolutional codes [70].
There are two ways of decoding convolutional codes: Hard or soft
decision. The last one offers a considerable increase of performance in
terms of BER, with a relatively small increase of complexity. This is
an important advantage over block codes, since with this last coding
method the implementation of soft decision decoding is considerably
more complex than hard decision decoding. However, only hard decision
was completely tested in the framework of this work, i.e. under both
transmission modes and TDMA. More details are given below.
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GNU Radio already offers the coder and decoder blocks for both hard
and soft decision: FEC Extender Encoder and FEC Extended Decoder, as
encoder and decoder, respectively. However, the available blocks only
offer the possibility of working with a fixed constraint length L = 7
and a code rate R = 1/2. Therefore, a convolutional code with these
parameters was employed for channel coding in order to shorten the
time of development. This particular convolutional follows the so-called
NASA standard.
7.4.2.1 Hard Decision Decoding

The implementation of hard decision decoding requires the following
modifications respect to the model without channel coding:
In the transmitter, the FEC Extender Encoder4 block was inserted
after the Vector Source that generates the address and payload, and
before a Multiplexer, which adds the preamble, in order to
complete the frame. That means that only the address and payload
are encoded. Otherwise, the original preamble would lose its good
ACF properties if it were encoded.
In the receiver, the TDMA Frame Decoder was modified: First the
frame synchronization is required (by means of the preamble) but
then, since the address is encoded, it must be decoded before
analysis. Therefore, the TDMA Frame Decoder was modified and
divided into two blocks and the FEC Extended Decoder inserted
between them:
– Preamble Decoder: It synchronizes the frame by means of
the preamble. At its output, the address and payload are
present, but still encoded.
– Access Code Decoder: It receives the address and payload
uncoded from the FEC Extended Decoder. The address is
checked and if it is the right one, the payload is placed at the
block’s output.

4

FEC: Forward error correction.
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All the results related to the use of channel coding in prototyping platforms under burst and TDMA transmission modes correspond to hard
decision decoding.
7.4.2.2 Soft Decision Decoding

Both Costellation Decoder and Preamble Decoder blocks should operate
with soft decision in order to perform soft decision decoding in a similar
way as hard decision, i.e. placing the FEC Extended Decoder after the
Preamble Decoder. The soft decision decoding is natively supported
by the Costellation Decoder. However, the Preamble Decoder should
have been adapted. A complete adaptation was not finished, due to
time constrains. Nevertheless, two alternatives were tried, tested and
presented in [112].
The soft decision decoder was placed between the Costellation Decoder and the
TDMA Frame Decoder. The output of the Costellation Decoder must
be set to soft decision. The problem with this alternative appears when
operating in burst transmission mode: The first and last bits of the frame
are decoded with noise, so they are wrongly decoded. A solution to this
problem was the addition of some pilot bits at the beginning and end of
the frame, in order to bring (at the beginning of the frame) and leave (at
the end of the frame) the Viterbi decoder in a known state. Nevertheless,
these bits represent an energy lost, since they do not carry information.
This produces a displacement of the BER vs Eb /N0 curve to the right (to
higher Eb /N0 values), which is equivalent to a performance loss. The
obtained performance was not clearly better than with hard decision
decoding, or even worse for high Eb /N0 values [112]. Therefore, this
alternative was not longer considered.
First Implemented Alternative of Soft Decision Decoding:

Preamble
Decoder was modified: The correlation at bit level was removed and the
frame synchronization was realized only by means of the tag of the second
Correlation Estimator. In this way, the Soft Decoder can be placed after
the Preamble Decoder block. The advantage of this alternative is that
Second Implemented Alternative of Soft Decision Decoding:
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the Soft Decoder receives frames after the frame synchronization, i.e.
only bits from the frame’s address and payload. It does not receive bits
decoded from noise in the channel, when no signal is sent. Unlike the
first alternative, the second one does not need any extra bits before and
after the frame, which is the reason of the performance loss with the first
alternative.
The problem with this second alternative was that the frame synchronization was not as robust as the original model without channel coding.
The issue and its consequences have been explained in Section 7.3.4.3.
The wrong position of the tag occurs, however, randomly and very sporadically: It was empirically observed that it occurs around once per hour.
Since the duration of the measurements in continuous transmission mode
is much shorter than with the other two modes, most of the measurements in continuous transmission mode produced a result according to
the expectation: The improvement should be theoretically equivalent to a
displacement of 2.2 dB to the left of the BER vs Eb /N0 curves. The results
depicted in Section 7.5.2 show the improvement, which are quite close
to the theoretical expectation. However, the results were much worse
than without coding in burst transmission modes, because the complete
measurement takes some hours and some frames with a wrong position
of the tag occurred.
Due to time constrains, this second alternative was not further improved. However, the results with soft decision decoding and continuous
transmission mode are shown in this work and compared with the hard
decision decoding for the same case.

7.5

Performance Evaluation of the
Physical Layer

The performance of the communcation system was evaluated in terms of
BER and percentage of packet loss as functions of the Eb /N0 measured at
the ADC of the receiver.
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7.5.1 Method for Obtaining the BER Curves
Eb /N0 : To calculate the Eb /N0 , the SNR must be first obtained. The SNR
is analytically calculated as
n
o
2
E
|s(t)|
S
σ2
o = 2S .
SNR =
= n
(7.2)
2
N
σN
E |n(t)|
However, both signal and noise power cannot be measured simultaneously within the same bandwidth. Therefore, the SNR must be estimated
at the receiver. There are several approaches, but as in this case the channel under analysis is static, the SNR can be estimated by the following the
next steps:
The received signal power is measured at the receiver, while the
transmitter does not send any signal. This corresponds to the noise
2
power (σN
).
The received signal power is measured at the receiver, while the
transmitter sends a signal. This corresponds to the addition of
2
signal power (σS2 ) and the noise power , i.e. σS2 + σN
.
Then, it can be assumed that the properties of noise are the same in both
measurements when they are performed almost simultaneously, without
2
changing the measurement conditions. That means, σN
is the same in both
measurements. Additionally, as the bandwidths of the measurements are
the same, the SNR can be estimated as
SNR =

2
2
S
σ2
(σ 2 + σN
) − σN
= 2S = S
.
2
N
σN
σN

(7.3)

Then, the Eb /N0 is calculated at the receiver from the estimation of the
SNR. The relationship between them is [3]
Eb
N0

= SNR|dB + 10 log10 (n) − 10 log10 (sps),

(7.4)

dB

where k is the amount of information bits per symbol. Both the modulation order and the code rate (in case that channel coding is employed)
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have an influence on this value: k = log2 M · R (R = 1 for uncoded
information).
However, the Eb /N0 is not constant along the different devices that
compose the receiver chain. In fact, each device decreases the Eb /N0 by
introducing additional noise. The relationship between the input and
output SNR at a device is known as noise figure (F ) [13]. The values of
signal obtained at software level (i.e. GNU Radio) are the digital values
output by the USRP’s ADC. The Eb /N0 measured at this point is denoted
as (Eb /N0 )(ADC) and it is lower than the Eb /N0 at the SDR receiver input,
which is denoted as (Eb /N0 )(Rx) . The relationship between (Eb /N0 )(ADC)
and (Eb /N0 )(ADC) is the noise figure:
F =

(Eb /N0 )(Rx)
(Eb /N0 )(ADC)

.

(7.5)

The (Eb /N0 )(ADC) is estimated with the values obtained at software level
following 7.3 and 7.4. The value of the noise figure depends on the
employed front end. In the case of the WBX daughter board the typical
value is 5 dB according to the manufacturer [68]. Then, (Eb /N0 )(Rx) is
obtained in dB as
(Eb /N0 )(Rx) |dB = (Eb /N0 )(ADC) |dB + 5 dB.

(7.6)

In this work, the system performance will be analyzed as a function of
the (Eb /N0 )(ADC) , in order to evaluate the performance of the developed

models for the transmitter and the receiver5 . The reason is that the performance in terms of (Eb /N0 )(Rx) is highly dependent of the quality of
the receiver chain hardware components, especially the LNA filter. These
components vary according to the employed SDR platform or even to the
selected daughter board in the case of the USRPs [68].
It was already explained in Section 6.2.1. It is obtained by means
of (6.8). The BER is calculated only over the bits from frames that are
properly detected by the TDMA Frame Decoder at the receiver.
BER:

5

In [106] the BER was also plotted as a function of (Eb /N0 )(ADC) , even though it was not
explicitly mentioned.
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It indicates the difference between the amount of transmitted and received packets. It is presented as a percentage of the transmitted
packets. It should be ideally zero. A higher value means that some packets, i.e. frames, were not properly detected by the TDMA Frame Decoder
at the receiver. The percentage of packet loss is calculated as
Packet Loss:

Packet Loss [%] =

#transmitted frames – #received frames
·100%, (7.7)
#transmitted frames

The performance of the
system must be measured for relatively low (Eb /N0 )(ADC) values, below
15 dB. Consequently, the signal power density at the receiver is in the
same order of magnitude as the noise power density or only one order of
magnitude bigger. The noise spectral density in the channel is very low,
due to its thermal origin, as explained in Section 5.3. The addition of noise
and received signal would still have a very small amplitude compared
to the dynamic range of the receiver USRP’s ADC, which is [−1 V, +1 V].
A similar problem will occur at the transmitter side. The consequence of
operating with signal amplitudes significantly smaller than the dynamic
range of the DAC and the ADC is that only the less significant bits of
them are used. This produces a strong impact of the quantization noise
and, hence, a performance loss.
Since the noise has been assumed to be AWGN, the solution was to
generate own noise by means of an AWGN source in GNU Radio at the
transmitter USRP and send it together with the desired signal. The power
density of this self-generated noise is much higher than the channel noise,
so the last one can be practically neglected. In this way, the power density
and amplitude of the transmitted signal can be set to higher values still
keeping the desired (Eb /N0 )(ADC) range, but taking advantage of the
entire dynamic range of the transmitter USRP’s DAC. Also the signal
at the receiver side is higher in this way, taking more advantage of the
dynamic range of the receiver USRP’s ADC. Since the channels between
transmitter and receiver are practically flat within the used bandwidth,
the noise at the receiver still has practically AWGN characteristics. If the
channel would be strongly frequency-selective, then frequency shaping
could be applied on the self-generated noise at the transmitter. That
means, the CTFBB between transmitter and receiver USRPs should be first
Obtaining the Desired (Eb /N0 )(ADC) Values:
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measured (for example, employing the techniques developed in [103, 114])
and then, the inverse of this CTFBB should be applied to the spectrum of
the self-generated noise.
Automation of the Measurement Process: The measurement process
with the demonstrator consists in connecting two USRPs (one as transmitter and the other one as receiver) to the testbed and measuring the
relationship between BER and the Packet Loss with (Eb /N0 )(ADC) . Long
data streams must be sent between transmitter and receiver for different
values of (Eb /N0 )(ADC) [119]. The BER and Packet Loss must be measured
for each of them.
The communication system models in GNU Radio were designed in a
way that either each USRP can be managed by its own host computer or
a unique host computer can be shared by all USRPs. A Bash script was
written for a fast and easy automation of the measurement process, but
this script requires all the USRPs in the demonstrator to share one host
computer.
The first step of the automation of the measurement process is to estimate the (Eb /N0 )(ADC) at the receiver for a known amplitude of noise
and a known amplitude of transmitted signal. Then, the amplitude of the
signal is kept constant and the necessary self-generated noise amplitude
values for the desired (Eb /N0 )(ADC) values are calculated. Then, the following process is repeated for each different obtained noise amplitude
value: The desired signal and noise are sent together from transmitter to
receiver. The BER and Packet Loss are calculated for each (Eb /N0 )(ADC)
value.
Estimation of the Transmission Power:

can be also calculated as
PTx =

1
2
K

Introducing (6.10) in (6.11), PTx

fs
(Eb /N0 )(Rx) · N0 · sps
Pk=K−1
2.
· k=0
HTxF [k] · Hch(i,l) [k]

(7.8)

The value of the channel attenuation from the transmitter output up to
Pk=K−1
2
the receiver input, i.e. the factor 12 · k=0
HTxF [k] · Hch(i,l) [k] , was
K
calculated for each of the four slaves at the center frequency and converted
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in decibel, obtaining the following values: −25.9 dB, −19.3 dB, −23.1 dB,
and −21.3 dB for the channels M-S1, M-S2, M-S3, M-S4, respectively. In
order to estimate the required transmission power, the smallest of this
values (−25.9 dB) is employed in (7.8). N0 is the noise spectral density in
the channel, i.e. at the receiver input. It was already estimated in Section
5.3 and it is equal to −173.5 dBm/Hz.
The required transmission power must be calculated for a BER = 10−3 .
Hence, the corresponding value of (Eb /N0 )(ADC) is obtained from the
BER vs. (Eb /N0 )(ADC) curves and converted into (Eb /N0 )(Rx) by means
of (7.5). Finally, the value of (Eb /N0 )(Rx) in linear scale (not in dB) is
introduced in (7.8) to calculate the required transmission power.

7.5.2 Results and Discussion
7.5.2.1 Continuous Transmission Mode

Fig. 7.4 shows the results of BER cuves and packet loss for the simulation
and measurement of the continuos transmission mode, both with and
without channel coding. Additionally, they are also compared to the
theoretical curve of QPSK under an ideal AWGN channel.
The results of the BER curves of the simulated
model under the baseband equivalent of the emulator channel and the
theoretical case are very similar, even when the simulation includes a frequency offset between transmitter and receiver oscillators of 30 Hz. This
proves that the baseband equivalent channel has an almost flat frequency
response and also the good functioning of the simulation model.
The measured results with the USRPs are better than the ones previously published for the first version of this model [106, 119], especially in
the case of continuos mode with Correlation Estimator. The main reason
for this improvement is the addition of the second Correlation Estimator.
This solved the systematic error caused by the wrong position of the tag
after the Polyphase Sync Clock. The measured BER curve with the USRPs
has an offset of around 2.4 dB with respect to the simulated curve. However, this result is also still much better that the one published in [106, 119].
The necessary (Eb /N0 )(ADC) to fulfill the requirement of BER = 10−3 is
6.8 dB in the simulation and 9.2 dB in the measurement. Employing these
Without Channel Coding:
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values in (7.8), a transmission power of −75.79 dBm and −73.49 dBm are
obtained for the simulation and the measurement, respectively. It must
be remarked that both in simulation and measurement, no horizontal
asymptote appears in the curves in the considered (Eb /N0 )(ADC) range,
as it was observed in [106, 119].
The simulated and measured
BER curves of the continuous transmission mode with channel coding
have an offset of around 2.2 dB, similar to the case without channel coding.
The BER at (Eb /N0 )(ADC) = 6.8 dB in the simulated case is 6.6 × 10−6 , i.e.
the BER has been decreased by a factor of 151.5. However, in the case of
the measurement result, the BER at (Eb /N0 )(ADC) = 9.2 dB is 2.4 × 10−7 ,
which means an improvement of a factor 4167. As well as without channel
coding, no horizontal asymptote appears in the considered (Eb /N0 )(ADC)
range.
The packet loss is bigger with channel coding than without. This occurs
not only in continuous transmission mode, but with all the transmission modes under test. The reason is the following: For the the same
(Eb /N0 )(ADC) value, the SNR is with channel coding lower than without,
due to the displacement of the curve of 10 · log R = 3 dB. Since only the
preamble is employed for the frame detection and it is not coded, the
preamble suffers from a higher noise power density (if the same transmit signal power density is employed) for the same (Eb /N0 )(ADC) when
channel coding is used. The amount of erroneously detected preambles
increases and consequently, the packet loss too.
Using Hard Decision Channel Coding:

The comparison between hard
and soft decision channel coding is depicted in Fig. 7.5. The better
performance of the soft decision decoding is clearly visible. For example,
according to the measurements, soft decision decoding offers a margin
gain6 of 2.3 dB respect to hard decision decoding at BER = 10−6 . That is
very close to the value of 2.2 dB that would be theoretically obtained for a
BER = 10−6 in an AWGN channel [112].
Using Soft Decision Channel Coding:

6

Margin gain is the difference in the (Eb /N0 )(ADC) values at which both alternatives
reach a particular BER.
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Figure 7.4: Performance of the communication system prototype in simulation and

measurements within the small channel emulator, in continuous transmission mode and
with helix antennas

The packet loss rate is smaller with soft decision at a low (Eb /N0 )(ADC) .
The cause is the frame detection at bit level in the hard decoding, which is
less robust than the frame detection at symbol level. Therefore, the frame
decoder may be no able to detect preambles at a low (Eb /N0 )(ADC) .
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Figure 7.5: Performance comparison between hard and soft decision channel decoding

with continuous transmission mode

7.5.2.2 Burst Transmission Mode

The results of BER cuves and packet loss rate for the simulation and
measurement of the burst transmission mode, with and without channel
coding, are depicted in Fig. 7.6.
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The obtained BER curves with burst transmission mode for both simulation and measurement are very similar to
the ones of the continuous transmission mode. They are almost coincident
for Eb /N0 < 10 dB. The BER curves of the burst transmission mode are
better for higher values of (Eb /N0 )(ADC) . This is a big difference in comparison with the results published in [106] obtained with the first version
of this implementation. With that model, the BER curves of the burst
transmission mode were always worse than with continuous transmission mode, both in simulation and measurement. The reason is that the
improvement in the TDMA Frame Decoder had a higher impact on the
burst transmission mode than on continuous transmission mode. There
is always a transmission pause between frames in burst mode, whose
temporal length is much bigger than the one of a frame. Consequently,
there is a possibility that the noise received during this pause is interpreted as a frame by the Frame Decoder. If this occurs, a complete frame
is wrongly decoded. The results obtained in this work prove that the
new symbol level triggered version of the TDMA Frame Decoder is more
robust against the wrong detection of frames when there is only noise in
the channel.
The necessary (Eb /N0 )(ADC) to fulfill the requirement of BER < 10−3
is 6.8 dB in the simulation and 9.2 dB in the measurement, same results
as with continuous transmission mode. Therefore, the required power
transmission values are also the same as with continuous transmission
mode in both cases.
Without Channel Coding:

The BER curves are not overlapped with the ones obtained with continuos transmission mode, but
they still offer an important performance improvement against the results
of the uncoded model. The BER in the simulation at Eb /N0 = 6.8 dB is
6.3 × 10−3 , i.e. the BER is improved a factor 159. In the measurement, a
BER of 2.45 × 10−3 is observed at Eb /N0 = 9.2 dB, resulting in a BER 4082
times better than without channel coding.
Using Hard Decision Channel Coding:
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7.6

Implementation of the MAC Layer

A block diagram of the MAC layer implementation is shown in Fig. 7.7.
Many of the blocks presented in this diagram include other blocks that
have already been explained in the implementation of the physical layer.
As already explained in Section 6.3, a TDMA protocol is employed.
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Figure 7.6: Performance of the communication system prototype in simulation and

measurements within the small channel emulator, in burst transmission mode and with
helix antennas
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In the implementation of the physical layer, each communication node
was either transmitter or receiver. In the MAC layer implementation,
each communication node is a transceiver, i.e. it includes a transmitter
and a receiver. As the mode of operation is half-duplex, each communication node needs only one antenna and both the transmitter and the
receiver operate in the same frequency band, but at different times. The
UHD’s tags can be employed to easily and safely change the operation
mode of the USRP between transmitter and receiver, as explained in the
implementation of the Burster in Section 7.3.2.3.

7.6.1 TDMA Protocol
Every communication sub-cycle begins with a master broadcast frame.
Therefore, the master begins the sub-cycle operating as transmitter. The
slaves start the sub-cycle as receivers, waiting for the master frame. When
this frame is detected, the slaves know at which instant of time the subcycle has begun. Every slave will configure itself to change its operation
mode to transmitter and send its frame in the assigned time slot. Once a
slave finishes sending its frame, it will operate as receiver again, waiting
for the next master frame. On the other side, the master starts to operate
as receiver once its frame is sent. The master stays in this mode, receiving
and decoding the frames coming from the slaves, until it is time to send
a new master frame to start a new sub-cycle. The described process is
repeated continuously. The structure of the transmitters and receivers of
both master and slave are described below.

Generation and modulation
of master frames

Synchronization
and demodulation

Frame Decoder
Master

Detection of
master preamble

Burster

Generation and modulation
of slave frames
Slave

Figure 7.7: Block diagram of the MAC layer implementation
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7.6.2 Master
The structure of the master’s transmitter is the same as the one explained
in Section 7.3.2 for the transmitter of the physical layer implementation.
The only difference is the structure of the frame employed by the master
during the broadcast signal at the beginning of the sub-cycle. This frame
does not need to transmit any particular information to the slaves, it must
be only detected by them. Therefore, only a preamble is sent as master
frame. This preamble is a Gold code of 64 symbols. By means of the
UHD’s tags generated by the master’s Burster (the TDMA Frame Decoder
block), the USRP changes to transmitter mode and it sends the frame
master. Then, the USRP changes automatically to receiver mode, waiting
for the data frames coming from the slaves.
The master’s receiver has the same structure as the one described in
the receiver of the physical layer. With the current design of the TDMA
Frame Decoder block, there must be one these blocks for each slave in the
master’s receiver, since each TDMA Frame Decoder is associated to only
one slave, according to the content of its address field.

7.6.3 Slaves
The slave’s receiver employs a Correlation Estimator block for the detection of the master frame. When this frame is recognized, i.e. when the
correlation between the received signal and the sent preamble exceeds a
certain threshold, the Correlation Estimator propagates a tag, which is
received by the next block, the Slave Frame Tagger. This last block stores
the time at which the tag is received as starting instant of the sub-cycle.
Each slave is previously assigned with a certain time slot, which is provided by the Slave Frame Tagger block. This time slot is the offset with
respect to the beginning of the sub-cycle, so the addition of both times is
used by the Slave Frame Tagger to tag the beginning of the frame (burst)
with a tx_time tag, indicating the time at which the frame is sent. The
tx_sob and tx_eob are also added by the Slave Frame Tagger.
The structure of the slave frame is the same as the one explained for the
physical layer in Section 7.3.2.1. The structures of both master and slave
frames are represented Fig. 7.8.
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Preamble
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(a) Master frame
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Figure 7.8: Structures of the master and slave frames
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Performance Evaluation of the
Physical and MAC Layers

The BER is calculated as the ratio between the error bits received at the
master and the transmitted bits by the slave. The packet loss is the ratio
between not detected frames at the master (coming from the slaves) and
the product of the amount of sent frames by the master and the amount
of slaves. That means, there are two possible reasons for a lost packet:
The first one is that the slave does not recognize the master frame and
consequently, it cannot realize that a sub-cycle began and it does not send
any packet. The second one is that the master’s frame decoder did not
detect the frame sent by the slave.

7.7.1 Method
The elements of the demonstrator and their connection is exactly the same
as for the measurements of the continuous and burst transmission modes,
but employing the GNU Radio models of the TDMA implementation. A
similar bash script to the one explained in Section 7.5.1 was written for
the measurement process automation.

7.7.2 Results and Discussion
Since the current model of the TDMA system cannot be simulated in
GNU Radio without the USRPs, the BER curves of TDMA are compared
in Fig. 7.9(a) against the measured curves of the burst transmission model,
because the physical layer operates similarly in both cases. It can be seen
in Fig. 7.9(a) that the curves without channel coding practically overlap
up to an Eb /N0 = 11.5 dB. In the case of the curves with channel coding,
TDMA performs even better for Eb /N0 < 9 dB. Then, the curves are again
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practically coincident. This means, that a TDMA system also performs
much better than the previous version of the model published in [106],
where its BER curve was considerably worse than the ones of the burst
and continuous transmission modes. The reasons for this improvement in
performance are the same as the ones explained for the burst transmission
mode in Section 7.5.2. With the current models of the communication
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Figure 7.9: Performance of the communication system prototype in simulation and

measurements within the small channel emulator, in burst transmission mode and with
helix antennas
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system, the performance in terms of BER is practically the same with only
the physical layer and with both physical and MAC layer.
The model without channel coding requires an Eb /N0 = 9.1 dB for a
BER = 10−3 . Then, applying (7.8), the required transmission power is
−73.49 dBm. The model with channel coding has a BER = 4.65 × 10−7 for
the same (Eb /N0 )(ADC) , i.e. the performance increases by in a factor 4650.
The
signals propagating inside the demonstrator were measured with an
oscilloscope and they are shown in Fig. 7.10. One USRP as master and
two as slaves were employed in this measurement. Two sub-cycles can
be distinguished in the main window of the oscilloscope’s measurement.
The setup configuration in GNU Radio for the TDMA protocol was the
following:
Measurement of the Propagated Signals with an Oscilloscope:

Sub-cycle interval = 10 ms
Time slot of the first slave = 2 ms
Time slot of the second master = 4 ms
These values can be visually validated in the measurement. The first
burst starting from the left is the master frame, and the next two are the
responses of the slaves. The sub-cycle is repeated within the next three
bursts.
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Figure 7.10: Screen dump of the oscilloscope measurement in demonstrator with two

USRPs as slaves and running under TDMA transmission mode

8

Measurements in a Cold
Automotive Battery

Near the end of the IntLiIon project, the access to a real automotive battery
for experimentation was provided by one of the project partners. The
employed off-the-shelf traction battery was the one used as reference for
the small emulator. Two different types of measurements were carried
out: First, measurements of S-parameters with a VNA, similar to the
ones presented in Sections 3.4.3 and 4.3.2. Then, the performance of
the communication system prototype presented in Chapter 7 was also
measured in the battery. In both cases, the measurements were performed
in a cold battery. No vehicle or any kind of load were connected to the
battery.
Two major issues must be pointed out: The first one is that only a reduced amount of measurements could be carried out, due to the limited
availability of the laboratory where the measurements in the battery were
conducted. The second issue is that no CAD file with the detailed characteristics and physical dimensions of the battery was provided, due to the
confidentiality of this information. Because of this, it was not possible to
design a simulation model of the battery for electromagnetic simulations
with the software CST MWS. Therefore, a validation or comparison of
measured results in the battery against simulations was not possible. The
results obtained are, however, presented and discussed in this chapter.

8.1

CTF Measurements

8.1.1 Setup and Method
The battery employed for the measurements, as well as the complete
testbed, are depicted in the photos in Fig. 8.1 and in Fig. 8.2. Four holes
were drilled at the upper side of the battery housing for mounting the
antennas. The SMA connectors of the antennas were connected to coaxial
cables through these holes. The antennas were connected to a VNA or to
USRPs by means of these cables. Copper band was employed in order
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to fix the antenna connectors to the battery housing. This copper band
also assures a good contact between the antenna ground and the battery
housing. As explained in Section 2.3, this ensures a stable and accurate
measurement.
In the design of this wireless approach proposed in Section 1.3 and
shown in Fig. 1.2, the antennas should be placed above the cells, between their terminals. This was not possible in the battery employed
for measurements in this project. This battery has metallic rectangular
pipelines above each module and between the terminals, as it can be
seen in Fig. 8.3(a). These pipelines are employed to cover and protect
the communication wiring and the electronic boards that belong to the
sensor system installed above each battery cell. If the proposed wireless
communication system were employed, no communication wiring should
be placed inside this pipeline. The pipeline could be then smaller, leaving
space for the antennas above it. Another possibility would be to integrate

Figure 8.1: Setup for the measurements in an automotive battery
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Figure 8.2: Setup for the measurements in an automotive battery, view from the front of the

battery

the antennas into the electronic boards and to employ a cover made of
plastic to protect the boards but without shielding the antennas.
The antennas could be placed only at the locations where no cell terminal connectors for the measurements in this battery were present. The
customized helix antennas were employed for measurements in the first
frequency sub-range, and the self-customized PIFAs for the third frequency sub-range. Only four positions were evaluated, due to time constrains. The position and mounting of the antennas can be seen in Fig. 8.2.
and Fig. 8.3.
The cover at the upper side of the battery housing is not completely flat
as the channel emulator used in this work. The battery housing cover has
two regions which are almost parallel to the battery floor. But the housing
top cover has a slope in the middle. Hence, the antennas were placed only
at the side of the battery with the biggest free available space.
The length and width of the battery are practically the same as the
ones of the small channel emulator, because this battery was taken as
reference for the small emulator dimensions. However, the available
height between the upper side of the cells and the housing top is not
constant, in contrast to our emulator, due to the cover profile. The largest
available height is between 3 cm and 4 cm, which is smaller than the
emulator height.
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(a) PIFAs

4

3

1

(b) Helix antennas
Figure 8.3: View of the antennas mounted on the housing top with the numbering of the

antennas
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8.1.2 Results
The numbers used as reference names of each antenna position are depicted in Fig. 8.3(b). The antenna in the position 3 played the role of
the master for the measurements: The CTF between the antenna in this
position and the remaining ones are the S-parameters shown in Fig. 8.4
for the helix antennas and in Fig. 8.5 for the PIFAs. Additionally, the
similarity factors for the same cases were calculated and are presented in
Table 8.1 taking S13 as reference case.
The CTFs observed in the measurements with the customized helix
antennas at lower frequencies in the battery show a similar pattern as
the ones measured in the emulator shown in Fig. 7.2. One important
difference is that the CTFs in the battery have a much higher amount
of resonant and notch frequencies, but most of them do not produce a
high variation of the CTF. The reason is probably the coupling between
the wire of the helix antenna and the environment components (housing,
cells, etc.), as well as reflections on these elements.
The CTFs in the battery present a narrow region of higher attenuation
around 350 MHz. There is even a clear and strong notch in the case of
S23 . This issue is, however, also observable with this antenna design in
Fig. 7.2. The similarity factor values are above 70% and it is visually clear
that the three CTFs shown in 8.4 have similar patterns. Furthermore, the
similarity factor values are higher than at higher frequencies, proving
again the lower position dependence at lower frequencies.
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Figure 8.4: CTF measurements between helix antennas in a cold automotive battery
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Figure 8.5: CTF measurements between PIFAs in a cold automotive battery
Table 8.1: Similarity factor between the reference channel S13 and the remaining channels

S23 and S43

Sxx
S23
S43

Similarity Factor with S13
Helix (200 MHz – 600 MHz) PIFA (2200 MHz – 2600 MHz)
72.7%
65.2%
83.7%
61.0%

In the case of the higher frequency range, the CTFs present less oscillations than at lower frequencies. The CTFs measured in the battery are
less frequency-selective as the ones measured in the emulator. The CTFs
in the battery show larger regions with a small variation of attenuation
and the notches are not as deep as in the emulator.

8.2

Characterization of the in-Battery Channel

The channels measured in the battery were characterized in the same way
as the simulated channels in Section 5.5. The channels under analysis
were characterized with a bandwidth of 400 MHz, for the frequency interval between 200 MHz and 600 MHz with helix antennas, and between
2200 MHz and 2600 MHz with PIFAs. The results are shown in Table 8.2.
Two important conclusions can be drawn. The first one is that the
coherence bandwidth of the channel inside the battery is also always
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larger than the symbol bandwidth of the communication system prototype
used in Chapter 7. Thus, the communication system prototype still fulfills
the requirements for operation in the battery. The second conclusion is
that the coherence bandwidth obtained from the measurements in the
battery is considerably smaller than the one obtained in the simulations
of the emulator. The reasons are that the channels are not almost flat
between 300 MHz and 400 MHz as in the simulations and the oscillations
of the measured CTF. On the other hand, the coherence bandwidth with
PIFAs is higher in the measurements in the battery than in the simulations,
due to the large frequency ranges with almost constant attenuation.
Table 8.2: Results of the coherence bandwidth obtained for the channels measured in a

battery in the frequency range between 200 MHz and 600 MHz with helix antennas, and
between 2200 MHz and 2600 MHz with PIFAs

Value
Min
Mean ± Std

8.3

Bcoh [MHz]
Helix
73.28
84.06 ± 12.82

PIFA
129.79
204.28 ± 94.05

Performance of the Prototype in a Battery

The BER and packet loss rate of the communication system prototype
were measured in the battery. However, only continuous transmission
mode was investigated. The measurements of burst transmission method
and the TDMA protocol would have taken some hours and there was no
availability of the laboratory with the battery over such a time span.
The measurement with the USRPs at the battery was carried out with
helix antennas in the first frequency sub-range, as in the case of the
emulator. A value of 305.5 MHz was obtained as optimal center frequency
and employed as center frequency. The remaining configuration of the
system was exactly the same as in the measurements in Section 7.5.2.1
without channel coding.
The results appear in Fig. 8.6 compared to the measurements with USRPs in the small emulator. The results are practically coincident, because
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also in the battery the passband channel presents flat fading and does not
introduce ISI. The minimum necessary Eb /N0 to fulfill the requirement of
BER < 10−3 is 8.9 dB.
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Figure 8.6: Performance of the communication system prototype measured in an

automotive battery, in continuous transmission mode and with helix antennas
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Conclusions and Future Work

The thesis was conducted under the framework of the IntLiIon project.
This industrial research project was launched with the aim of developing novel communications techniques for the BMS deployed in traction
batteries of electric and hybrid vehicles. The particular aim of this thesis
was the investigation of a wireless data transmission approach for the
management system of automotive batteries.

9.1

Summary

The following aspects were analyzed in the course of this doctoral thesis:
Measurement Testbed of the Wireless In-Battery Channel

Carrying out all channel measurements and performance evaluations of
the communication modem prototypes in a real battery is not an easy
task. It requires a large preparation. Batteries are also very expensive and
difficult to handle, due to their dimensions, weight and risk of explosion.
Therefore, a simple physical emulator of the wireless channel within
automotive batteries was conceived based on the characteristics of this
particular channel and presented in Chapter 2. Two emulators of different
sizes were built, whose dimensions are based on commercial batteries.
Antennas were placed inside them, in order to develop a complete testbed
that can be used for several types of measurements.
Channel Measurements and Selection of the Antennas

In Chapter 3, several types of antennas were measured and compared
over a frequency range from 100 MHz up to 5.9 GHz in both channel emulators. Based on the measurement results and on some issues related to the
functioning of the testbed for frequencies above approximately 2.8 GHz,
two antennas for two different frequency sub-ranges were chosen: Helix antennas for the lowest investigated frequency sub-range (between
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100 MHz and 700 MHz) and PIFAs for the third investigated frequency
sub-range (between 2100 MHz and 2700 MHz).
3D Electromagnetic Simulation of the Channel

Chapter 4 introduced the 3D electromagnetic simulation models of the
measurement testbed that were developed for the software CST MWS.
The accuracy of these models was validated against measurements with a
VNA in three different situations, including the testbed.
Analysis of the Channel: Parametrization and Characterization

Chapter 5 dealt with a more detailed analysis of the channel by means
of simulations of the channel emulator. First, the influence of different
system parameters (such as emulator dimensions, antenna positions,
amount of antennas, etc.) on the CTF between antennas was analyzed
for the lower frequencies with helix antennas, as well as for the higher
frequencies with the PIFAs. It was observed that the channel at low
frequencies1 and with a reduced number of antennas has the advantage of
a very low dependence on the emulator dimensions. Additionally, there is
a very low position dependence on the CTF form with a reduced number
of antennas inside the emulator. However, the channel attenuation is
strongly dependent on the distance between the antennas. This variation
of attenuation vs. distance is even higher than at higher frequencies. This
is an important handicap of the channel at low frequencies, since the
transmission power must be calculated for the worst case.
On the other hand, the channels at higher frequencies are much more
frequency-selective. Nevertheless, they have a positive characteristic:
Many resonant frequencies of the different channels are coincident in each
particular architecture.
The modeling of the baseband equivalent model of the channel and the
noise in the emulator was also explained in Chapter 5. These models are
necessary for software-based simulations of the communication system.
Next, an algorithm for the selection of the optimal center frequency of the
1

As explained in Chapter 3, the terms “‘low” and “high” frequencies are not absolute
values, but they depend on the relationship between the battery or emulator dimensions
and the wavelength of the frequencies under consideration.
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communication network was developed and employed in several simulated architectures. Finally, the communication channel was characterized
by means of the coherence bandwidth for each of these architectures.
Design and Performance Simulation of the Physical and MAC Layers

In Chapter 6, the architecture of the modems (transmitter and receiver)
for the physical layer was designed based on the results of the channel
characterization and project specifications. The modems and the channel
were modeled in Simulink and their performance was evaluated by simulations under the different architectures obtained from Chapter 5. The
results show that less transmission power is necessary in order to achieve
the same performance (BER) at higher frequencies. The characteristics of
the MAC layer, which employs TDMA as channel access method and a
master–slave hierarchy, were also described in Chapter 6.
Prototyping of the Communication System

Prototypes of the communication modems were developed in Chapter 7
by means of SDR platforms. The off-the-shelf USRPs were employed as
SDR platforms and they were programmed by the software toolkit GNU
Radio. In addition to the architecture proposed for the physical layer in
Chapter 6, channel coding and TDMA protocol for the MAC layer were
also implemented.
The performance of the communication system was measured in terms
of BER and packet loss rate in the testbed based on the small channel
emulator. The measurement results are slightly worse than the ones from
simulations. However, it is possible to reach the required performance
at values of Eb /N0 always below 10 dB even in measurements, which
implies very small values of transmission power.
Measurements in a Cold Automotive Battery

Chapter 8 presented the measurements that were performed in a real cold
automotive battery. First, the CTF between four antennas was measured
inside the battery, in a similar way as the measurements in the emulatorbased testbed employed in previous chapters. This operation was carried
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out with both helix antennas and PIFAs. The channel was characterized
based on these measurement results. Most of the conclusions drawn from
these measurements and characterizations were similar to the ones drawn
from the measurements in the emulator-based testbed, demonstrating
the efficiency of the proposed method. Finally, the performance of the
modem prototypes from Chapter 7 was also tested in the battery, yielding
similar results as the ones in the emulator.

9.2

Conclusions

The most relevant results and conclusions of this work are the following:
Among the considered types, the antennas with the best
performance were helix antennas in the first frequency sub-range
and PIFAs in the third and fourth frequency sub-ranges.
Working at low frequencies could be considered as a good
alternative for a small number of antennas, e.g. the case of a
module-wise communication with a reduced number of modules.
The characteristics of the communication channel enable the
design of a communication system without requiring the previous
knowledge of the CTFs between the master and every slave. This
was called a plug-and-play system. But for a large amount of
antennas, i.e. if the number of modules increases or in the case of a
cell-wise communication, working at higher frequencies is a better
approach. At higher frequencies, less transmission power is
required and the antennas are cheaper and smaller.
The communication system does not suffer from ISI in the
evaluated channels for the required bit rate of 2 Mbps, even when
BPSK or QPSK are used as modulation technique.
The required BER can be achieved with a very small transmission
power. This was proved with simulations and measurements with
the modem prototypes. In the simulations in Section 6.2, the worst
obtained value was −64.41 dBm under the architecture 1M-30 with
helix antennas. In the case of the measurements with the modem
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prototypes, the required values of transmission power were
−73.49 dBm in the emulator and −84.74 dBm in the battery.
The designed demonstrator (testbed and modem prototypes) for
the wireless in-battery communication allows easy and fast further
investigation of different methods for the physical and MAC layers.
The models should be customized only in software.

9.3

Future Work

Although the requirements and targets of the IntLiIon project have been
satisfactorily achieved in this work, there are some aspects that could be
further investigated. Some recommendations for the future work are:
The antennas employed in this work were either off-the-shelf
evaluation boards or customized designs based on the off-the-shelf
antennas. A more detailed study of antenna designs for this
particular approach should optimize the system performance.
The study of the influence of the system parameters on the channel
could be extended. For example, bigger battery dimensions could
be considered, e.g. in the order of magnitude of the big channel
emulator. Also larger amounts of slave antennas.
A more detailed modeling of the in-battery channel environment
for the software CST MWS would allow a better matching between
simulations and measurements in an automotive battery. More
exact information about the internal geometry and dimensions of
the battery would be helpful.
Further types of messages (e.g. emergency notifications) should be
implemented
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